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Acetohydroxyacid synthase (EC 4.1.3.18) catalyses
the first reaction in the pathway for synthesis of
the branched-chain amino acids. The enzyme is
inhibited by several commercial herbicides and has
been subjected to detailed study over the last 20 to
30 years. Here we review the progress that has
been made in understanding its structure,
regulation, mechanism, and inhibition.
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1. Introduction

Plants and many microorganisms are able to
synthesize from inorganic precursors all of the
metabolites needed for their survival. In contrast,
animals must obtain many compounds, such as
vitamins, essential fatty acids and certain amino acids,
from their diet. This is because they lack the full
biosynthetic machinery, so there are metabolic
pathways and their component enzymes that are not
found in animals.

These metabolic differences are the basis for
the action of various selectively toxic compounds. For
example, some sulfonamide compounds interfere with
the synthesis of folic acid in many bacteria; since this
vitamin is not made by animals and must be obtained
from their diet, these sulfonamides have proved useful
as antibiotics. The pathway for the synthesis of
particular amino acids is another potential target of
bioactive compounds and several herbicides act in this
way (Mazur and Falco, 1989). One such pathway is
for the synthesis of the branched-chain amino acids
valine, leucine and isoleucine. Several enzymes in this
pathway are inhibited by commercial and
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experimental herbicides (Singh and Shaner, 1995). In
this review we shall focus on the first enzyme in this
pathway, acetohydroxyacid synthase (AHAS; EC
4.1.3.18). First we will describe its biochemical
properties then move on to discuss the herbicides that
inhibit it . For a somewhat different perspective on the
biochemical properties, the reader is referred to the
recent review of Chipman et al. (1998).

2. Metabolic role

AHAS has two distinct metabolic roles. In most
organisms where it is found, its function is in the
biosynthesis of the branched-chain amino acids.
However, in certain microorganisms it has another
function, in the fermentation pathway that forms
butanediol and related compounds. The existence of
these two enzymes has given rise to some confusing
nomenclature because the AHAS that is involved in
the catabolic process of butanediol fermentation
differs in several respects from its anabolic
counterpart in branched-chain amino acid
biosynthesis. For this reason, some authors refer to the
enzymes by different names. Thus the catabolic
enzyme has been referred to in the older literature as
the “pH 6 acetolactate-forming enzyme” and, more
recently, as α-acetolactate synthase. Gollop et al.
(1989) suggested that the anabolic enzyme should be
known as acetohydroxyacid synthase (or
acetohydroxy acid synthase), while the name
acetolactate synthase (abbreviated ALS) would be
reserved for the catabolic enzyme. The rationale for
these suggested names is that the catabolic enzyme is
capable of forming acetolactate only while the
anabolic enzyme will form either of two
acetohydroxyacids: acetolactate and acetohydroxy-
butyrate. Unfortunately, this nomenclature has not
been widely adopted and many publications continue
to use the name acetolactate synthase for the anabolic
enzyme. Here, to distinguish the two, we shall
describe them as we have done so far; that is, as the
anabolic and catabolic AHAS.
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2.1 Branched-chain amino acid biosynthesis
Valine, leucine and isoleucine are synthesized by a
common pathway in microorganisms and plants (Fig.
1). One unusual feature of this pathway is the
employment of parallel steps leading to the formation
of valine and isoleucine. These parallel steps involve
four enzymes, namely the anabolic AHAS, ketol-acid
reductoisomerase, dihydroxyacid dehydratase, and a
transaminase each of which is capable of catalyzing
two slightly different reactions. The common
precursor for these amino acids is the central
metabolite pyruvate, hence these form a subset of the
pyruvate-derived amino acids. In addition, isoleucine
also requires a second precursor, 2-ketobutyrate. The
source of 2-ketobutyrate is by deamination of
threonine, catalysed by threonine deaminase.

The anabolic AHAS catalyzes the first of the
parallel steps and is at a critical branch point in the
pathway because its reactions will determine the
extent of carbon flow through to the branched-chain
amino acids. The reactions involve the irreversible
decarboxylation of pyruvate and the condensation of
the acetaldehyde moiety with a second molecule of
pyruvate to give 2-acetolactate, or with a molecule of
2-ketobutyrate to yield 2-aceto-2-hydroxybutyrate.
Each of the products is then converted further in three
reactions, catalyzed by ketol-acid reductoisomerase,
dihydroxyacid dehydratase and a transaminase to give
valine and isoleucine respectively. For leucine
biosynthesis, four additional enzymes are required
(see Fig. 1) using the valine precursor 2-
ketoisovalerate as the starting point for synthesis.

The regulation of the biosynthesis of the
branched-chain amino acids is complex and carefully
controlled. This regulation is essential, not only to
ensure a balanced supply of the amino acids within
cells, but also because its intermediates interact with
other cellular metabolic pathways. Even through
microbes and plants share the common branched-
chain amino acid pathway, its regulation may vary
among organisms and is not fully understood. Most
studies on the regulation have been conducted using
Salmonella typhimurium and Escherichia coli
(Umbarger, 1987; Umbarger, 1996). Regulation
involves the presence of multiple isozymes, different
mechanisms controlling the expression of the
enzymes, allosteric effects on activity such as end-
product feedback inhibition, and
compartmentalization of the biosynthetic pathway in
the case of eukaryotes. In Sections 3 and 5.4 below,

the regulation of the anabolic AHAS will be discussed
in more detail.

Fig. 1. Pathway for the synthesis of the branched-chain amino
acids. Abbreviations used are: TD, threonine deaminase; KARI,
ketol-acid reductoisomerase; DH, dihydroxyacid dehydratase;
TA, transaminase; IPMS, 2-isopropylmalate synthase; IPMI,
isopropylmalate isomerase; IPMD, 3-isopropylmalate
dehydrogenase.

2.2 Butanediol fermentation
In some bacteria, under certain fermentation
conditions, pyruvate can be channeled through
acetolactate into the production of 2,3-butanediol. In
fact, this ability to produce butanediol has been used
in microbiology laboratories for bacterial
identification in the VP (Voges-Proskauer) test, which
detects acetoin formation. Organisms possessing this
pathway include the enteric bacteria Enterobacter,
some Klebsiella and Serratia species, certain lactic
acid bacteria (Lactococcus sp. and Leuconostoc sp.)
and Bacillus subtilis. Three enzymes are involved in
this fermentation pathway (Fig. 2). The first step is
identical to that in valine biosynthesis, but is
catalyzed by the catabolic AHAS. The product,
acetolactate, can either be decarboxylated by the
second enzyme acetolactate decarboxylase to acetoin
or undergo spontaneous conversion to diacetyl in the
presence of oxygen. The last enzyme, acetoin
reductase, reduces acetoin in a reversible reaction to
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form 2,3-butanediol. Acetoin reductase is also
involved in the reduction of diacetyl to acetoin.

Fig. 2. Reactions of the butanediol fermentation pathway.

The butanediol fermentation pathway is
activated in bacteria by low external pH (5.5-6.5), low
oxygen levels, the presence an excess of acetate
(Störmer, 1968a; Störmer, 1977; Johansen et al.,
1975; Blomqvist et al., 1993; Mayer et al., 1995)
and/or pyruvate (Tsau et al., 1992) and during the
stationary phase (Renna et al., 1993). It has been
argued that the pathway prevents intracellular
acidification by diverting metabolism from acid
production to the formation of the neutral compounds
acetoin and butanediol (Johansen et al., 1975; Tsau et
al., 1992). The relative amounts of NAD+ and NADH
within the cell may be regulated by the balance of
acetoin and butanediol through the reversible reaction
catalyzed by acetoin reductase. Hence, the
significance of this pathway includes the maintenance
of pH homeostasis, removal of excess pyruvate not
used in biosynthesis, and regulating the NADH:NAD+

ratio within the cells. In addition, it has been shown
that in Lactococcus lactis subsp. lactis, the activity of
acetolactate decarboxylase is activated allosterically
by leucine (Phalip et al., 1994), and its gene is located
downstream of, and co-transcribed with, the
branched-chain amino acid gene (leu-ilv) cluster

(Chopin, 1993). The regulation of acetolactate
decarboxylase activity and this genetic linkage
suggest the importance of coordination between the
butanediol fermentation pathway and branched-chain
amino acid biosynthesis (Monnet et al., 1994; Goupil
et al., 1996; Goupil -Feuill erat et al., 1997).

Despite the similarity of the reactions
catalyzed by the catabolic and anabolic AHAS, these
enzymes can be distinguished easily. The catabolic
AHAS has been purified from its native source, and
genes cloned and characterized. The purified catabolic
enzyme is composed of a single subunit of about 60
kDa. It differs from the anabolic AHAS by having a
low pH optimum of about 6.0, is stimulated by
acetate, does not requires FAD, is not inhibited by the
branched-chain amino acids and has no regulatory
subunit (Störmer, 1968a; Störmer 1968b; Holtzclaw
and Chapman, 1975; Snoep et al., 1992; Phalip et al.,
1995). This differentiation is further supported by
genetic characterization. The gene that encodes the
catabolic AHAS is found within the butanediol
operon, no regulatory subunit gene is located
downstream of the gene, and the up-regulation of the
operon corresponds to the conditions that activate the
butanediol pathway (Blomqvist et al., 1993; Renna et
al., 1993; Mayer et al., 1995).

Later we will discuss the regulation (Sections
3 and 5.4), FAD requirement (Section 5.3.3), and
subunit composition (Section 6) of the anabolic
AHAS. However, at this point we will mention that
the two types of subunit found in the anabolic AHAS
will be referred to below as the catalytic and
regulatory subunits. In much of the existing literature
on AHAS, these are described as the large and small
subunits, respectively. We prefer to name the subunits
according to their function rather than their size,
particularly because the most recently described
regulatory subunit (Hershey et al., 1999) is relatively
large and there may be regulatory subunits yet to be
discovered that exceed the size of their corresponding
catalytic subunits.

3. Occurrence and genetics

Anabolic AHAS is found in bacteria, fungi, algae and
plants, and hence these organisms are autotrophic for
the branched-chained amino acids. The activity is
contributed by one or more isozymes.
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3.1 Bacteria
Among the bacteria, enzymes from the enterobacteria
are the most extensively studied both genetically and
biochemically. At least three active AHAS isozymes
have been demonstrated in E. coli and S.
typhimurium, namely AHAS I, II, and II I encoded
within the ilvBN (Wek et al., 1985), ilvGMEDA
(Lawther et al., 1987) and ilvIH (Squires et al.,
1983a) operons, respectively. In wild-type E. coli K-
12 and S. typhimurium LT2, only two of these
isozymes are expressed. The former does not have
AHAS II due to a frame-shift mutation (Lawther et
al., 1981), and the latter is missing an active AHAS
II I due to a mutation that creates a premature stop
codon (Ricca et al., 1991) within the coding region of
the catalytic subunit. Other cryptic genes have also
been identified in E. coli (Jackson et al., 1981;
Robinson and Jackson, 1982; Alexander-Caudle et al.,
1990; Jackson et al., 1993). Due to the differences in
their kinetic properties, substrate specificity,
sensitivity to allosteric regulators, and hence the
physiological functions of the various enterobacterial
AHAS isozymes, their expression is differently
regulated (for reviews see Umbarger, 1987;
Umbarger, 1996).

Expression of the ilvBN operon is regulated by
two mechanisms; negative control via attenuation by
the excess of valyl- and leucyl-tRNA, and positive
control by cAMP and the cAMP receptor protein
(Sutton and Freundlich, 1980; Friden et al., 1982).
Genes coding for the subunits of AHAS II are located
within the gene cluster ilvGMEDA. As mentioned
earlier, AHAS II is cryptic in E. coli K-12 due to a
frameshift that leads to a premature stop codon in the
middle of the catalytic subunit gene, ilvG. Expression
can be restored by a frameshift mutation known as the
ilvO mutation (Lawther et al., 1981). The translational
stop codon of ilvG overlaps the regulatory subunit
gene (ilvM) initiation codon in the four base sequence
ATGA. A similar feature is also observed in the
AHAS subunit genes (ilvBN) of Lactococcus lactis
subsp. lactis, which have a 9 bp overlap (Godon et al.,
1992). Such overlaps have also been observed in
genes specifying different polypeptides which are
associated in multi -subunit enzyme complexes,
presumably to ensure translational coupling leading to
equimolar expression of the subunits (Oppenheim and
Yanofsky, 1980; Das and Yanofsky, 1984). The
expression of AHAS II is controlled by multivalent
attenuation in which its expression is inhibited by the

presence of all branched-chain amino acids (Harms et
al., 1985). Lastly, the production of AHAS II I in E.
coli is limited by excess leucine, mediated via the
leucine-responsive regulatory protein (Wang and
Calvo, 1993).

AHAS genes have been isolated from many
bacteria by complementation of AHAS-deficient
bacteria or the use of heterologous AHAS probes.
Most, if not all , are arranged within an operon
consisting of the catalytic and regulatory subunit
genes, sometimes together with genes for other
enzymes involved in branched-chain amino acid
biosynthesis (Tarleton and Ely, 1991; Godon et al.,
1992; Milano et al., 1992; Inui et al., 1993; Keilhauer
et al., 1993; De Rossi et al., 1995; Gusberti et al.,
1996; Bowen et al., 1997).

3.2 Fungi
A single Saccharomyces cerevisiae AHAS gene,
designated ilv2, has been identified and cloned by
complementation of an ilv– yeast mutant (Polaina,
1984), and by its abili ty to confer low level resistance
to the herbicidal inhibitor sulfometuron methyl in host
cells when carried on a high copy number plasmid
(Falco and Dumas, 1985). The ilv2 gene has been
mapped to the right arm of chromosome XII I
(YMR108w) (Petersen et al., 1983). Other fungal
AHAS genes, which correspond to the catalytic
subunit of the bacterial enzymes, have also been
cloned (Jarai et al., 1990; Bekkaoui et al., 1993). In
contrast to E. coli, fungi have only one AHAS
isozyme, and no regulatory subunit gene has been
found downstream of the cloned genes. A candidate
regulatory subunit gene had been discovered in the
yeast genome sequencing project and mapped to
chromosome II I of S. cerevisiae (YCL009c) (Oliver et
al., 1992). The identification was based on its
considerable amino acid sequence similarity to the
bacterial AHAS regulatory subunit (Bork et al., 1992;
Duggleby, 1997) and functional analysis studies
(Culli n et al., 1996). Recently its gene product,
termed ILV6, has been confirmed biochemically to
function as an eukaryotic AHAS regulatory subunit
(Pang and Duggleby, 1999). Other open reading
frames within the DNA sequence and EST databases
have been suggested to function as AHAS regulatory
subunits (Duggleby, 1997; Nelson et al., 1997). Most
fungal AHAS genes do not contain introns. Two
exceptions identified to date include the Magnaporthe
grisea catalytic subunit gene that has four introns
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(Sweigard et al., 1997), and the Schizosaccharomyces
pombe putative regulatory subunit gene with one
intron. While the genes are nuclear-encoded, the
protein is localized in the mitochondria (Cassady et
al., 1972; Ryan and Kohlhaw, 1974).

Expression of AHAS in yeast is controlled by
two mechanisms; the GCN4-dependent general amino
acid control (Xiao and Rank, 1988) and the poorly-
defined specific multivalent regulation occurring at
high concentration of all three branched-chain amino
acids (Magee and Hereford, 1969). General amino
acid control regulates the expression of unlinked
genes in several amino acid biosynthetic pathways
and is mediated by the binding of the GCN4
transcription activator to the cis-acting TGACTC
element (Donahue et al., 1983; Arndt and Fink, 1986).
Upon starvation of any one of a number of different
amino acids, the transcription of the biosynthetic
genes is up-regulated from their basal level. Upon
GCN4-mediated derepression, ilv2 transcription and
AHAS activity increase by approximately 1.6 fold
(Xiao and Rank, 1988). Even through the expression
of the regulatory subunit gene has not been
demonstrated to be regulated by similar mechanism,
the GCN4 binding consensus sequence is also found
upstream of the gene (Pang and Duggleby, 1999).

3.3 Plants
The identification of AHAS as the site of action of
sulfonylurea (Chaleff and Mauvais, 1984; LaRossa
and Schloss, 1984; Ray, 1984) and imidazolinone
(Shaner et al., 1984) herbicides greatly advanced our
understanding of the enzyme and the biosynthetic
pathway in which it functions in plants. The first two
plant genes were isolated by Mazur et al. (1987) from
Arabidopsis thaliana and Nicotiana tabacum using
the yeast gene ilv2 as a heterologous hybridization
probe. Since then, a number of plant AHAS genes
have been cloned and characterized. These include
those from Brassica napus (Rutledge et al., 1991),
Zea mays (Fang et al., 1992), Gossypium hirsutum
(Grula et al., 1995) and Xanthium sp. (Bernasconi et
al., 1995). These organisms vary in having a single
AHAS allele (A. thaliana and Xanthium sp.), two
copies of AHAS (N. tabacum and Z. mays) to
complex gene families (B. napus having five genes,
and G. hirsutum having six). The deduced amino acid
sequence of the plant genes are collinear with each
other, and with the catalytic subunit of the bacterial
and yeast AHAS, except for the N-terminal transit

peptide sequence (see Section 4.2). Possible plant
AHAS regulatory subunit sequences have been
identified in the EST databases (Duggleby, 1997) and
recently Hershey et al. (1999) have cloned and
expressed a probable AHAS regulatory subunit of
Nicotiana plumbaginifolia. The plant catalytic subunit
genes identified to date contain no introns, and are
encoded in the nuclear genome, while the expressed
enzymes are transported to function in the chloroplast
(Jones et al., 1985; Bascomb et al., 1987).

In all plant species examined, at least one
AHAS gene is expressed in a constitutive manner,
even though the level of expression may vary between
tissues and developmental stages. The highest level of
AHAS transcription and activity is found in the
metabolically active meristematic tissues (Schmitt and
Singh, 1990; Ouellet et al., 1992; Keeler et al., 1993).
These constitutive genes are also known as the
housekeeping AHAS genes. In the cases of N.
tabacum, B. napus and G. hirsutum, all being
allotetraploids, the presence of multiple AHAS genes
is partly the result of the combination of genomes
derived from their diploid parents (Lee et al., 1988;
Rutledge et al., 1991; Grula et al., 1995). These plants
have two housekeeping AHAS genes, each expressed
at about similar levels. In addition to these
constitutive genes, B. napus and G. hirsutum also
have another AHAS gene that is expressed in a tissue-
specific manner and the mRNA of these functionally
distinct AHAS genes are only detected in
reproductive tissues. The specific function and
regulation of these genes are unknown.

3.4 Algae
AHAS genes have also been cloned from algae, the
more primitive representatives of the Kingdom
Plantae. In contrast to those of higher plants, these
genes are, in some cases, found to be located in the
plastid genome (Reith and Munholland, 1993). With
the availability of the complete nucleotide sequence
of several algae plastid genomes, the genes for AHAS
regulatory subunits have also been identified (Reith
and Munholland, 1995; Ohta et al., 1997). As
expected, the gene products of the organelle-localized
genes do not contain the transit peptide sequence
(Pang and Duggleby, 1999). Because of their location
and sequence homology with those of cyanobacteria,
it has been proposed that the AHAS genes of the algae
were acquired during the endosymbiosis of the
bacteria which formed the chloroplast (Bowen et al.,
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1997). However the localization of the AHAS genes
in plastid genomes is not universal to all algae (Ohta
et al., 1997). In these cases it is probable that the
genes have been moved to the nuclear genome.

3.5 Animals
It has long been known that mammalian tissues have
the ability to produce acetoin (Juni, 1952; Schreiber et
al., 1963). Indeed, the most commonly-used method
to assay AHAS activity is based on a colorimetric
method developed by Westerfeld (1945) for the
determination of acetoin in blood. One of the possible
mechanisms for the formation of acetoin is the
breakdown of the chemically unstable acetolactate.
However this putative acetolactate-forming enzyme
has never been isolated. Therefore, acetoin formation
may be the result of a condensation reaction between
acetaldehyde and/or pyruvate, and the hydroxyethyl-
enzyme intermediate formed during catalysis by the
pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (Alkonyi et al.,
1976; Baggetto and Lehninger, 1987).

Nevertheless, a gene proposed to be the human
homolog of the bacterial AHAS catalytic subunit has
been cloned (Joutel et al., 1996). This gene was
isolated accidentally in the process of mapping for the
gene responsible for the condition known as
CADASIL (cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy
with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy).
Positional cloning mapped the gene to human
chromosome 19. Expression analysis showed that this
gene is an ubiquitous and abundantly transcribed
gene, but sequence analysis showed that it is not
implicated in the CADASIL disorder. Because of the
importance of the gene, as shown by its expression in
all tissues and animals that were examined, Joutel et
al. (1996) went on to predict the possible function of
its gene product. The deduced amino acid sequence
shows the highest homology (25% identity) with the
bacterial AHAS catalytic subunit throughout the
entire length while the next most similar sequence is
that of a bacterial oxalyl-coenzyme A decarboxylase.
Hence it was concluded to be a human AHAS.

This putative human AHAS gene, which is
interrupted by several introns, has been cloned from a
cDNA library, and examined for AHAS activity in
this laboratory. The cloned gene failed to complement
AHAS-deficient E. coli. The protein, expressed in E.
coli, exists exclusively in the insoluble fraction and no
AHAS activity can be detected (Duggleby et al.,
2000). These results, together with the fact that

animals are not believed to be capable of synthesizing
the branched-chain amino acids, weaken the
suggestion that this gene encodes a human AHAS.
However, the possibility that it catalyzes an AHAS-
like reaction and functions in an as yet unknown
pathway in animals cannot be excluded.

4. Amino acid sequences

4.1 Conserved residues
As described above, AHAS genes have been
identified and sequenced in a variety of plant, fungal,
algal and bacterial species. In some, and perhaps all,
species the enzyme is composed of a catalytic subunit
and a smaller regulatory subunit. These regulatory
subunits will be discussed in Section 6. An alignment
of the deduced amino acid sequences, for a selection
of 24 of these catalytic subunits, is shown in Fig. 3.
For any given pair, the calculated similarity score
(Thompson et al., 1994) ranges from 99% (Bna1
versus Bna3) to 17% (Ppu versus Mtu) with this latter
pair showing 122 identities and 127 conservative
substitutions. However, the overall alignment of all 24
sequences reveals only 27 identities. In part, the low
number of absolutely conserved residues is due to a
few sequences that differ substantially from the
majority. For example, if the Kpn, Kte and Mtu
proteins are excluded from the alignment, the number
of identities rises from 27 to 73 (Fig. 3).

A phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 4) indicates that
the Kpn, Kte and Mtu sequences form a separate
group that are well separated from the remaining
proteins and similar results have been reported by
Bowen et al. (1997). As mentioned earlier (Section 2),
AHAS has two distinct metabolic roles, in branched-
chain amino acid biosynthesis and in butanediol
fermentation. It appears that these anabolic and
catabolic functions are performed by different forms
of AHAS that may be distinguished genetically (see
Section 3) and by their cofactor requirements (see
Section 5.3). At least for the two Klebsiella proteins
(Kpn and Kte), it is clear (Peng et al., 1992;
Blomqvist et al., 1993) that they belong to the
catabolic type. Although there are a number of
sequence differences between the anabolic and
catabolic types, no distinctive motif has been
identified that can reliably place any given protein
into one of the two types.

Glycine or proline residues constitute 15 of the
27 residues that are identical in all 24 proteins and it



Ath     MAAATTTTTT SSSISFSTKP SPSSSKSPLP ISRFSLPFSL NPNKSSSSSR RRGIKSSSPS SISAVLNTTT    70
Nta1    MAAAAP---S PSSSAFSKTL SPSSSTSSTL LPRSTFPFPH HPHKTTPPPL HLTHTHIHIH SQRRRFTISN    67
Nta2    MAAAAA---A PSP-SFSKTL SSSSSKSSTL LPRSTFPFPH HPHKTTPPPL HLTPTHIHSQ --RRRFTISN    64
Bna1    MAAATS---- SSPISLTAKP S---SKSPLP ISRFSLPFSL TPQKDSSRLH R-------PL AISAVLNSPV    56
Bna2             M ASFSFFGTIP S-----SPTK ASVFSLPVSV T-TLPSFPRR R-------AT RVSVSANSKK    48
Bna3    MAAATS---- SSPISLTAKP S---SKSPLP ISRFSLPFSL TPQKPSSRLH R-------PL AISAVLNSPV    56
Sce          MIRQS TLKNFAIKRC FQHIAYRNTP AMRSVALAQR FYSSSSRYYS ASPLPASKRP EPAPSFNVDP    65
Spo          MTVLV PLRRLDTRAA FSSYGREIAL QKRFLNLNS- --CSAVRRYG TGFSNNLRIK KLKNAFGVVR    62
Ppu                                                                                      0
Spl                                                                                      0
Bsu                                                                                      0
Cgl                                                                 MNV-- ---------A     4
Gth                                                                                      0
Lla                                                                                      0
Mja                                                                                      0
Mav                                                                 MSAPT RRPAPDAPGA    15
Bap                                                                                      0
Hin                                                                                      0
EcoI                                                                                     0
EcoII                                                                                    0
EcoIII                                                                                   0
Kpn                                                                                      0
Kte                                                                                      0
Mtu                                                                                      0

Ath     NVTTTPSPTK PTKPETFISR FAPDQPRKGA DILVEALERQ GVETVFAYPG GASMEIHQAL TRSS---SIR   137
Nta1    VISTNQKVSQ TEKTETFVSR FAPDEPRKGS DVLVEALERE GVTDVFAYPG GASMEIHQAL TRSS---IIR   134
Nta2    VISTTQKVSE TQKAETFVSR FAPDEPRKGS DVLVEALERE GVTDVFAYPG GASMEIHQAL TRSS---IIR   131
Bna1    NVAPP-SPEK TDKNKTFVSR YAPDEPRKGA DILVEALERQ GVETVFAYPG GASMEIHQAL TRSS---TIR   122
Bna2    DQDR--TASR RENPSTFSSK YAPNVPRSGA DILVEALERQ GVDVVFAYPG GASMEIHQAL TRSN---TIR   113
Bna3    NVAP----EK TDKIKTFISR YAPDEPRKGA DILVEALERQ GVETVFAYPG GASMEIHQAL TRSS---TIR   119
Sce     LEQPAEPSKL AKKLRAEPDM DTSFVGLTGG QIFNEMMSRQ NVDTVFGYPG GAILPVYDAI HNSD---KFN   132
Spo     ANSTKSTS-- TVTTASPIKY DSSFVGKTGG EIFHDMMLKH NVKHVFGYPG GAILPVFDAI YRSP---HFE   127
Ppu                      MLSK QIIGSEKTGR FALLDSIVRH GVIHIFGYPG GAILPIYDEL YAWEELSLIK    54
Spl                      MQDQ KQAVKRVTGA FALIDSLRRH GVQHIFGYPG GSNLPIYDEI YRAEQAGEIK    54
Bsu                GTNVQVDSAS AECTQTMSGR LMLIESLKKE KVEMIFGYPG GAVLPIYDKL YIQV---GT-    56
Cgl     ASQQPTPATV ASR---GRS- -AAPERMTGA KAIVRSLEEL NADIVFGIPG GAVLPVYDPL YSST---KVR    66
Gth                       MPN ILKNRDTTGA FALIDSLVRH GVKHIFGYPG GAILPIYDEL YAWEKEGFIE    53
Lla                       MKK IKLEKPTSGS QLVLQTLKEL GVEIIFGYPG GAMLPLYDAI HNFE---GIQ    50
Mja                                 MKGA EAIIKALEAE GVKIIFGYPG GAMLPFYDAL YDSD----LV    40
Mav     AGIAPAPPAP AAKPAAGKPK RIGPEQVTGA QSVIRSLEEL GVEVIFGIPG GAVLPVYDPL FDSK---KLR    82
Bap                              MEILSGA EMVIRSLINQ GIQHIFGYPG GAVLDIYDAL KTVG---GVE    44
Hin                              MKKLSGA EMVVQSLRDE GVEYVFGYPG GAVLDIYDAI HTLG---GIE    44
EcoI                   MASSGT TSTRKRFTGA EFIVHFLEQQ GIKIVTGIPG GSILPVYDAL SQST---QIR    53
EcoII                               MNGA QWVVHALRAQ GVNTVFGYPG GAIMPVYDAL YDG----GVE    40
EcoIII                           MEMLSGA EMVVRSLIDQ GVKQVFGYPG GAVLDIYDAL HTVG---GID    44
Kpn                      MDKQ YPVRQWAHGA DLVVSQLEAQ GVRQVFGIPG AKIDKVFDSL LDSS----IR    50
Kte                      MDKP RHERQWAHGA DLIVSQLEAQ GVRQVFGIPG AKIDKVFDSL LDSS----IR    50
Mtu                      MSTD TAPAQTMHAG RLIARRLKAS GIDTVFTLSG GHLFSIYDGC REEG----IR    50

Ath     NVLPRHEQGG VFAAEGYARS SGKPGICIAT SGPGATNLVS GLADALLDSV PLVAITGQVP RRMIGTDAFQ   207
Nta1    NVLPRHEQGG VFAAEGYARA TGFPGVCIAT SGPGATNLVS GLADALLDSV PIVAITGQVP RRMIGTDAFQ   204
Nta2    NVLPRHEQGG VFAAEGYARA TGFPGVCIAT SGPGATNLVS GLADALLDSV PIVAITGQVP RRMIGTDAFQ   201
Bna1    NVLPRHEQGG VFAAEGYARS SGKPGICIAT SGPGATNLVS GLADAMLDSV PLVAITGQVP RRMIGTDAFQ   192
Bna2    NVLPRHEQGG IFAAEGYARS SGKPGICIAT SGPGAMNLVS GLADALFDSV PLIAITGQVP RRMIGTMAFQ   183
Bna3    NVLPRHEQGG VFAAEGYARS SGKPGICIAT SGPGATNLVS GLADAMLDSV PLVAITGQVP RRMIGTDAFQ   189
Sce     FVLPKHEQGA GHMAEGYARA SGKPGVVLVT SGPGATNVVT PMADAFADGI PMVVFTGQVP TSAIGTDAFQ   202
Spo     FILPRHEQAA GHAAQAYSRV TKKPGVVLVT SGPGATNVIT PIADALADGT PLVVFSGQVA TSAIGSDAFQ   197
Ppu     NILVRHEQGA SHAADAYSRS TGKVGVCFAT SGPGATNLVS GIATAHIDSV PILAITGQVG RPFIGTDAFQ   124
Spl     HYLVRHEQGA AHAADGYARS TGKVGVCLAT SGPGATNLVT GLATAYLDSV PVLAITGQVP RSALGTDAFQ   124
Bsu     -YPSRHEQGA IHAAEGYARV SGNR-CRHCH VRPGATNLVT GLADAMIDSL PLVVFTGQVA TSVIGSDAFQ   124
Cgl     HVLVRHEQGA GHAATGYAQV TGRVGVCIAT SGPGATNLVT PIADANLDSV PMVAITGQVG SGLLGTDAFQ   136
Gth     HILVRHEQGA AHASDGYARS TGNVGVCFAT SGPGATNLVT GIATAHMDSV PMVIITGQVG RSFIGTDAFQ   123
Lla     HILARHEQGA THEAEGYAKS SGKVGVVVVT SGPGATNAVT GIADAYLDSV PLLVFTGQVG RQSIGKDAFQ   120
Mja     HILTRHEQAA AHAADGFARA SGEAGVCVST SGPGATNLVT GIATAYADSS PVIALTGQVP TKLIGNDAFQ   110
Mav     HVLVRHEQGA GHAASGYAHA TGKVGVCMAT SGPGATNLVT ALADAQMDSI PVVAVTGQVG RTLIGTDAFQ   152
Bap     HILVRHEQAA THMADGYARS TGKIGVVLVT SGPGATNAIT GIATAYMDSI PMVVISGQVA SSLIGYDAFQ   114
Hin     HILVRHEQAA VHMADGYARS TGKVGCVLVT SGPGATNAIT GILTAYTDSV PMVIISGQVM SNLIGSDAFQ   114
EcoI    HILARHEQGA GFIAQGMART DGKPAVCMAC SGPGATNLVT AIADARLDSI PLICITGQVP ASMIGTDAFQ   123
EcoII   HLLCRHEQGA AMAAIGYARA TGKTGVCIAT SGPGATNLIT GLADALLDSI PVVAITGQVS APFIGTDAFQ   110
EcoIII  HVLVRHEQAA VHMADGLARA TGEVGVVLVT SGPGATNAIT GIATAYMDSI PLVVLSGQVA TSLIGYDAFQ   114
Kpn     IIPVRHEANA AFMAAAVGRI TGKAGVALVT SGPGCSNLIT GMATANSEGD PVVALGGAVK RADKAKQVHQ   120
Kte     IIPVRHEANA AFMAAAVGRI TGKAGVALVT SGPGCSNLIT GMATANSEGD PVVALGGAVK RADKAKLVHQ   120
Mtu     LIDTRHEQTA AFAAEGWSKV TRVPGVAALT AGPGITNGMS AMAAAQQNQS PLVVLGGRAP ALRWGMGSLQ   120
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Ath     ETPIVEVTRS ITKHNYLVMD V-EDIPRIIE EAFFLATSGR PGPVLVDVPK DIQQ-QLAIP NWEQAMRLPG   275
Nta1    ETPIVEVTRS ITKHNYLVMD V-EDIPRVVR EAFFLARSGR PGPILIDVPK DIQQ-QLVIP DWDQPMRLPG   272
Nta2    ETPIVEVTRS ITKHNYLVMD V-EDIPRVVR EAFFLARSGR PGPVLIDVPK DIQQ-QLVIP DWDQPMRLPG   269
Bna1    ETPIVEVTRS ITKHNYLVMD V-DDIPRIVQ EAFFLATSGR PGPVLVDVPK DIQQ-QLAIP NWDQPMRLPG   260
Bna2    ETPVVEVTRT ITKHNYLVME V-DDIPRIVR EAFFLATSVR PGPVLIDVPK DVQQ-QFAIP NWEQPMRLPL   251
Bna3    ETPIVEVTRS ITKHNYLVMD V-DDIPRIVQ EAFFLATSGR PGPVLVDVPK DIQQ-QLAIP NWDQPMRLPG   257
Sce     EADVVGISRS CTKWNVMVKS V-EELPLRIN EAFEIATSGR PGPVLVDLPK DVTA-AILRN PIPTKTTLPS   270
Spo     EADMVGISRS CTKWNVMVKD V-ADLPRRID EAFEIATSGR PGPVLVDLPK DVTA-SVLKE PIPILSSVPS   265
Ppu     EVDIFGITLP IVKHSYVVRD P-RDMSRIVA EAFYICKHGR PGPVLIDVPK DVGL-EKFNY FSVEPGQVKI   192
Spl     EIDIFGITLP IVKHSYLVRE P-SELPRIVV EAFHLAMSGR PGPVLIDIPK DVGN-AQIDY IPVEPGSVRR   192
Bsu     EADILGITMP VTKHSYQVRQ P-EDLPRIIK EAFHIATTGR PGPVLIDIPK DVA---TIEG EFSYDHEMNL   190
Cgl     EADIRGITMP VTKHNFMVTN P-NDIPQALA EAFHLAITGR PGPVLVDIPK DVQN-AELDF VWPP--KIDL   202
Gth     EVDIFGITLP IVKHSYVVRE T-KEMGKIVA ESFFIAKYGR PGPVLIDIPK DVGL-EKFDY QIVNPNNINL   191
Lla     EADTVGITAP ITKYNYQIRE T-ADIPRIVT EAYYLARTGR PGPVEIDLPK DVS---TLEV TEINDPSLNL   186
Mja     EIDALGLFMP ITKHNFQIKK P-EEIPETFR AAFEIATTGR PGPVHIDLPK DVQDGEIDIE KYPIPAKVDL   179
Mav     EADISGITMP ITKHNFLVVR QRN--PAVLA EAFHIAASGR PARCSVDIPK DVLQ-GQCTF SWPP--RIHL   217
Bap     ECDMIGISRP IVKHSFLVKR T-EDIPIIFK KAFWLASTGR PGPVVIDLPK DILK-KTNKY NFIWPKNIHI   182
Hin     ECDMLGISRP VVKHSFIVKK A-EDIPSTLK KAFYIASTGR PGPVVVDIPK DTVN-PNFKY PYEYPEYVEL   182
EcoI    EVDTYGISIP ITKHNYLVRH I-EELPQVMS DAFRIAQSGR PGPVWIDIPK DVQT-AVFEI ETQPAMAEKA   191
EcoII   EVDVLGLSLA CTKHSFLVQS L-EELPRIMA EAFDVACSGR PGPVLVDIPK DIQL-ASGDL EPWFTTVENE   178
EcoIII  ECDMVGISRP VVKHSFLVKQ T-EDIPQVLK KAFWLAASGR PGPVVVDLPK DILN-PANKL PYVWPESVSM   182
Kpn     SMDTVAMFSP VTKYAIEVTA P-DALAEVVS NAFRAAEQGR PGSAFVSLPQ DVVD---GPV SGKVLPASGA   186
Kte     SMDTVAMFSP VTKYAVEVTA S-DALAEVVS NAFRAAEQGR PGSAFVSLPQ DIVD---GPA SGSTLPASRA   186
Mtu     EIDHVPFVAP VARFAATAQS A-ENAGLLVD QALQAAVSAP SGVAFVDFPM DHAF--SMSS DNGRPGALTE   187

Ath     YMSRMPKPPE DS------HL EQIVRLISES KKPVLYVGGG CLN-SSDE-- LGRFVELTGI PVASTLMGLG   336
Nta1    YMSRLPKLPN EM------LL EQIVRLISES KKPVLYVGGG CSQ-SSED-- LRRFVELTGI PVASTLMGLG   333
Nta2    YMSRLPKLPN EM------LL EQIVRLISES KKPVLYVGGG CSQ-SSEE-- LRRFVELTGI PVASTLMGLG   330
Bna1    YMSRLPQPPE VS------QL GQIVRLISES KRPVLYVGGG SLN-SSEE-- LGRFVELTGI PVASTLMGLG   321
Bna2    YMSTMPKPPK VS------HL EQILRLVSES KRPVLYVGGG CLN-SSEE-- LRRFVELTGI PVASTFMGLG   312
Bna3    YMSRLPQPPE VS------QL GQIVRLISES KRPVLYVGGG SLN-SSEE-- LGRFVELTGI PVASTLMGLG   318
Sce     NALNQLTSRA QD-EFVMQSI NKAADLINLA KKPVLYVGAG ILNHADGPRL LKELSDRAQI PVTTTLQGLG   339
Spo     MNRRMKEVLE EGSKNVTAKI DRVGNLLKLA KKPVIFCGHG VLANPECPTL LRKFSERLQI PVTTSLLGLG   335
Ppu     PGCRPLSNLK SR------QI LMAAKMIQQS SQPLLYIGGG AII-SDAHSI IKELVDLYKI PVTTTLMGKG   255
Spl     VGYRPTERGN PR------QI NQALQLISEA TKPLLYVGGG AIM-AGAHAE IAELSERFQI PVTSTLMGKG   255
Bsu     PGYQPTTEPN YL------QI RKLVEAVSSA KKPVILAGAG VLH-GKASEE LKNYAEQQQI PVAHTLLGLG   253
Cgl     PGYRPVSTPH AR------QI EQAVKLIGEA KKPVLYVGGG VIK-ADAHEE LRAFAEYTGI PVVTTLMALG   265
Gth     AGCPVLKNYD QN------RI SQAANLIKQS SQPLLYIGGG AVT-SNSHNE INELINLVKI PVATTLMGKG   254
Lla     PHYHESEKAT DE------QL QELLTELSVS KKPVIIAGGG INY-SGSVDI FRAFVEKYQI PVVSTLLGLG   249
Mja     PGYKPKTVGH PL------QI KKAAKLIAES ERPVILAGGG VII-SGASEE LLRLAEFVKI PVCTTLMGKG   242
Mav     PGYKPTTKPH SR------QI RERAKLIAAA RKPVLYVGGG VIR-GEASEQ LRELAELTGI PVVTTLMARG   280
Bap     RSYNPTTKGH QG------QI KKALRILLKA KKPIIYAGGG IIS-SNSSEE LRIFAEKINC PVTTSLMGLG   245
Hin     RSYNPTVNGH KG------QI KKALKALLVA KKPILFVGGG AIT-AECSEQ LIQFAQRLNL PVTSSLMGLG   245
EcoI    AAPAFSEES- ---------I RDAAAMINAA KRPVLYLGGG VIN-APAR-- VRELAEKAQL PTTMTLMALG   248
EcoII   VT--FPHAE- ---------V EQARQMLAKA QKPMLYVGGG VGM-AQAVPA LREFLAATKM PATCTLKGLG   235
EcoIII  RSYNPTTTGH KG------QI KRALQTLVAA KKPVVYVGGG AIT-AGCHQQ LKETVEALNL PVVCSLMGLG   245
Kpn     PQMGAAPDD- --------AI DQVAKLIAQA KNPIFLLGLM ASQ-PENSKA LRRLLETSHI PVTSTYQAAG   246
Kte     PQMGAAPDG- --------AV DSVAQAIAAA KNPIFLLGLM ASQ-PENSRA LHRHAGKKPY SGHQHLSGAG   246
Mtu     LPAGPTPAG- -D------AL DRAAGLLSTA QRPVIMAGTN VWW-GHAEAA LLRLVEERHI PVLMNGMARG   248

Ath     SYPCDD-ELS LH---MLGMH GTVYANYAVE HSDLLLAFGV RFDDRVTGKL EAFASRAK-- -------IVH   393
Nta1    AFPTGD-ELS LS---MLGMH GTVYANYAVD SSDLLLAFGV RFDDRVTGKL EAFASRAK-- -------IVH   390
Nta2    AFPTGD-ELS LS---MLGMH GTVYANYAVD SSDLLLAFGV RFDDRVTGKL EAFASRAK-- -------IVH   387
Bna1    SYPCND-ELS LQ---MLGMH GTVYANYAVE HSDLLLAFGV RFDDRVTGKL EAFASRAK-- -------IVH   378
Bna2    SYPCDDEEFS LQ---MLGMH GTVYANYAVE YSDLLLAFGV RFDDRVTGKL EAFASRAK-- -------IVH   370
Bna3    SYPCND-ELS LQ---MLGMH GTVYANYAVE HSDLLLAFGV RFDDRVTGKL EAFASRAK-- -------IVH   375
Sce     SFDQED-PKS LD---MLGMH GCATANLAVQ NADLIIAVGA RFDDRVTGNI SKFAPEARRA AAEGRGGIIH   405
Spo     AVDERS-DLS LH---MLGMH GSGYANMAMQ EADLILALGV RFDDRVTGNV SLFAPQARLA AAEERGGIIH   401
Ppu     IFNEDS-EFC L---GMLGMH GTAYANFAVS ECDLLIALGA RFDDRVTGKL DEFACNAQ-- -------VIH   312
Spl     RFDENH-PLS LGIVGMLGMH GTAYANFAVM ELDFVIAVGV RFDDRVAGTG DQFAHSAK-- -------VIH   315
Bsu     GFPADH-PLF LG---MAGMH GTYTANMALH ECDLLISIGA RFDDRVTGNL KHFARNAK-- -------IAH   310
Cgl     TFPESH-ELH MG---MPGMH GTVSAVGALQ RSDLLIAIGS RFDDRVTGDV DTFAPDAK-- -------IIH   322
Gth     IIDESH-PLS L---GMLGMH GTVYANYAVS ECDLLIALGA RFDDRVTGKL DEFACHAQ-- -------VIH   311
Lla     TLPISH-ELQ LG---MAGMH GSYAANMALV EADYIINLGS RFDDRVVSNP AKFAKNAV-- -------VAH   306
Mja     CFPEDH-PLA LG---MVGMH GTKAANYAVT ECDVLIAIGC RFSDRVTGDI RYFAPEAK-- -------IIH   299
Mav     AFPDSH-RQH LG---MPGMH GTVAAVAALQ RSDLLIALGT RFDDRVTGKL DTFAPEAK-- -------VIH   337
Bap     AFPGNH-IQS IS---MLGMH GTYEANMAMH YSDVIFAIGV RFDDRTTNNL KKYCPNAT-- -------ILH   302
Hin     AYPSTD-KQF LG---MLGMH GTLEANTAMH ESDLILGIGV RFDDRTTNNL EKYCPNAK-- -------VIH   302
EcoI    MLPKAH-PLS LG---MLGMH GVRSTNYILQ EADLLIVLGA RFDDRAIGKT EQFCPNAK-- -------IIH   305
EcoII   AVEADY-PYY LG---MLGMH GTKAANFAVQ ECDLLIAVGA RFDDRVTGKL NTSAPHAS-- -------VIH   292
EcoIII  AFPATH-RQA LG---MLGMH GTYEANMTMH NADVIFAVGV RFDDRTTNNL AKYCPNAT-- -------VLH   302
Kpn     AVNQDNFSRF AG---RVGLF NNQAGDRLLQ LADLVICIGY SPVEYEP--A MWNSGNAT-- -------LVH   302
Kte     AVNQDNFARF AG---RVGLF NNQAGDRLLR QADLIICIGY SPVEYEP--A MWNSGTAT-- -------LVH   302
Mtu     VVPADH---- -------RLA FSRARSKALG EADVALIVGV PMDFRLG-FG GVFGSTTQ-- -------LIV   297
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Ath     IDIDSAEIGK NKTPHVSVCG DVKLALQGMN KVLENRAEEL -KLDFGVWRN ELN--VQKQK FPLSFK--TF   458
Nta1    IDIDSAEIGK NKQPHVSICA DIKLALQGLN SILESKEGKL -KLDFSAWRQ ELT--EQKVK HPLNFK--TF   455
Nta2    IDIDSAEIGK NKQPHVSICA DIKLALQGLN SILESKEGKL -KLDFSAWRQ ELT--VQKVK YPLNFK--TF   452
Bna1    IDIDSAEIGK NKTPHVSVCG DVKLALQGMN KVLENRAEEL -KLDFGVWRS ELS--EQKQK FPLSFK--TF   443
Bna2    IDIDSTEIGK NKTPHVSVCC DVQLALQGMN EVLENRRD-- -VLDFGEWRC ELN--EQRLK FPLRYK--TF   433
Bna3    IDIDSAEIGK NKTPHVSVCG DVKLALQGMN KVLENRAEEL -KLDFGVWRS ELS--EQKQK FPLSFK--TF   440
Sce     FEVSPKNINK VVQTQIAVEG DATTNLGKMM SKIFPVKE-- ----RSEWFA QIN--KWKKE YPYAYMEETP   467
Spo     FDISPKNIGK VVQPTEAIEG DVYESLKLLD SATKNIKIP- -S--RFDWLS QIQ--TWKER FPFTFTRSAP   465
Ppu     VDIDPAEVGK NRIPQVAIVG DVTEVVTSLL NLLKNNFKPY -PEQIISWQE RIH--RWRQQ YPLLVP--KK   377
Spl     IDIDPAEVGK NRSTDVPIVG DVRQVLGDML QRTYHWERKL -SRNKPRNGT DLN--QLREP IPLTVP--HP   380
Bsu     IDIDPAEIGK IMKTQIPVVG DSKIVLQELI KQDGKQS--- -D--SSEWKK QLA--EWKEE YPLWYVDNEE   372
Cgl     ADIDPAEIGK IKQVEVPIVG DAREVLARLL ETTKASKAE- -TEDISEWVD YLK--GLKAR FPRGYDE-QP   387
Gth     VDIDPAEIGK NRTPQIGIVG EIKDFVRDLI ECLKNDINFD -SEQSQAWRS RII--RWRKE YPLLVP--KN   376
Lla     IDIDAAELGK IVKTDIPILS DLKAALSRLL QLNKVRT--- -D--FNDWIK TVI--ENKEK APFTYEP-QN   367
Mja     IDIDPAEIGK NVRADIPIVG DAKNVLRDLL AALIALEIK- ---DKETWLE RIY--ELKKL SIPMMDFDD-   362
Mav     ADIDPAEIGK NRHADVPIVG DVKAVIAELV EILRHDGAPG -NLDIADWWA YLD--DVQST YPLSYGP-QS   403
Bap     VDIDPTSISK TVSADIPIVG DAKQVLKEMI ELIKKE---K QIHSLKEWWS SIG--KWKKI KSLEYNKKS-   366
Hin     IDIDPTSISK NVPVAIPIVG NAKNVLEEFL GLLNEEG-LK SQTDLESWWQ EIN--QWKAK KCLEFDRTS-   368
EcoI    VDIDRAELGK IKQPHVAIQA DVDDVLAQLI PLVEAQPR-- -----AEWHQ LVA--DLQRE FPCPIP--KA   364
EcoII   MDIDPAEMNK LRQAHVALQG DLN---ALLP ALQQPLNQ-- -----YDWQQ HCA--QLRDE HSWRYD--HP   348
EcoIII  IDIDPTSISK TVTADIPIVG DARQVLEQML ELLSQESAHQ PLDEIRDWWQ QIE--QWRAR QCLKYDTHS-   369
Kpn     IDVLPAYEER NYTPDVELVG DIAGTLNKLA QNIDHRLVLS --PQAAEILR DRQ--HQREL LDRRGAQLN-   367
Kte     IDVLPAYEER NYVPDIELVG DIAATLEKLA QRIEHRLVLT --PQAADILA DRQ--RQREL LDRRGAQLN-   367
Mtu     ADRVEPAREH PRPVAAGLYG DLTATLSALA GSGGTDH--- -----QGWIE ELATAETMAR DLEKAELVDD   359

Ath     GEAIPPQYAI KVLDELT--- ---DGKAIIS TGVGQHQMWA AQFYNYKKPR QWLSSGGLGA MGFGLPAAIG   522
Nta1    GDAIPPQYAI QVLDELT--- ---NGNAIIS TGVGQHQMWA AQYYKYRKPR QWLTSGGLGA MGFGLPAAIG   519
Nta2    GDAIPPQYAI QVLDELT--- ---NGSAIIS TGVGQHQMWA AQYYKYRKPR QWLTSGGLGA MGFGLPAAIG   516
Bna1    GEAIPPQYAI QILDELT--- ---EGKAIIS TGVGQHQMWA AQFYKYRKPR QWLSSSGLGA MGFGLPAAIG   507
Bna2    GEEIPPQYAI QLLDELT--- ---DGKAIIT TGVGQHQMWA AQFYRFKKPR QWLSSGGLGA MGFGLPAAMG   497
Bna3    GEAIPPQYAI QVLDELT--- ---QGKAIIS TGVGQHQMWA AQFYKYRKPR QWLSSSGLGA MGFGLPAAIG   504
Sce     GSKIKPQTVI KKLSKVANDT ---GRHVIVT TGVGQHQMWA AQHWTWRNPH TFITSGGLGT MGYGLPAAIG   534
Spo     GELVKPQEVI QELDKQTSDI ---KDKVTIT TGVGAHQMWA ATFYRWTKPS SLVTSGGLGT MGFGLPAAIG   532
Ppu     STSISPQEIL VTTN-QL--- ---AQDAYFT TDVGQHQMWS AQFLKV-KSK HWISSAGLGT MGYGLPAAIG   439
Spl     EDGISPQDGD WELS-HQ--- ---CPDAFYT TDVGQHQMWA GQFVQN-GPR RWMTSGGLGT MGYGLPAAVG   442
Bsu     -EGFKPQKLI EYIHQFT--- ---KGEAIVA TDVGQHQMWS AQFYPFQKAD KWVTSGGLGT MGFGLPAAIG   435
Cgl     GDLLAPQFVI ETLSKEV--- ---GPDAIYC AGVGQHQMWA AQFVDFEKPR TWLNSGGLGT MGYAVPAALG   451
Gth     INNLSPQEVI HEIS-TE--- ---ATNAYFT TDVGQHQMWA AQFIKT-SQK RWITSAGLGT MGYGLPAAIG   438
Lla     -HDIRPQETI KLIGEYT--- ---QGDAIIV TDVGQHQMWV AQYYPYKNAR QLITSGGMGT MGFGIPAAIG   430
Mja     -KPIKPQRFV KDLMEVLNEI DSKLKNTIIT TDVGQNQMWM AHFFKTKMPR SFLASGGLGT MGFGFPAAIG   431
Mav     DGSLGPEYVI EKLGQIA--- ---GPDALYV AGVGHDQMWA AQFISYEKPR TWLNSGGQGT MGFAIPAAMG   467
Bap     -NKIKPQKII QTLFKLT--- ---KGTSYIT SDVGQHQMFT ALYYQFNKPR RWINSGGLGT MGFGLPAALG   429
Hin     -GVIKPQQVV EAVYRLT--- ---KGQAYVA SDVGQHQMFA ALHYPFDEPR HWINSGGAGT MGFGFPAALG   431
EcoI    CDPLSHYGLI NAVAACV--- ---DDNAIIT TDVGQHQMWT AQAYPLNRPR QWLTSGGLGT MGFGLPAAIG   428
EcoII   GDAIYAPLLL KQLSDRK--- ---PADCVVT TDVGQHQMWA AQHIAHTRPE NFITSSGLGT MGFGLPAAVG   412
EcoIII  -EKIKPQAVI ETLWRLT--- ---KGDAYVT SDVGQHQMFA ALYYPFDKPR RWINSGGLGT MGFGLPAALG   432
Kpn     QFALHPLRIV RAMQDIV--- ---NSDVTLT VDMGSFHIWI ARYLYTFRAR QVMISNGQQT MGVALPWAIG   431
Kte     QFALHPLRIV RAMQDIV--- ---NSDVTLT VDMGSFHIWI ARYLYSFRAR QVMISNGQQT MGVALPWAIG   431
Mtu     RIPLHPMRVY AELAALL--- ---ERDALVV IDAGDFGSYA GRMIDSYLPG CWLDSGPFGC LGSGPGYALA   423

 
���

Ath     ASVANPDAIV VDIDGDGSFI MNVQELATIR VENLPVKVLL LNNQHLGMVM QWEDRFYKAN RAHTFLGDPA   592
Nta1    AAVGRPDEVV VDIDGDGSFI MNVQELATIK VENLPVKIML LNNQHLGMVV QWEDRFYKAN RAHTYLGNPS   589
Nta2    AAVGRPDEVV VDIDGDGSFI MNVQELATIK VENLPVKIML LNNQHLGMVV QWEDRFYKAN RAHTYLGNPS   586
Bna1    ASVANPDAIV VDIDGDGSFI MNVQELATIR VENLPVKILL LNNQHLGMVM QWEDRFYKAN RAHTYLGDPA   577
Bna2    AAIANPGAVV VDIDGDGSFI MNIQELATIR VENLPVKVLL INNQHLGMVL QWEDHFYAAN RADSFLGDPA   567
Bna3    ASVANPDAIV VDIDGDGSFI MNVQELATIR VENLPVKILL LNNQHLGMVM QWEDRFYKAN RAHTYLGDPA   574
Sce     AQVAKPESLV IDIDGDASFN MTLTELSSAV QAGTPVKILI LNNEEQGMVT QWQSLFYEHR YSHTHQLN--   602
Spo     ASVAAPKDIV IDIDGDASFS MTGMELATVR QFDIPVKILI LNNEEQGMVT QWQNLFYEKR YSHTHQKN--   600
Ppu     AQVAHPNELV ICVSGDSSFQ MNMQELGTIA QYKLPIKIVI INNRWQGMVR QWQQAFYGER YSHSRMTEG-   508
Spl     VKVAHPHDTV TCISGDGSFQ MNMQELGTIA QYGIGVKVII LNNGWLGMVR QWQHMFYNDR YEATNLEDG-   511
Bsu     AQLAEKDATV VAVVGDGGFQ MTLQELDVIR ELNLPVKVVI LNNACLGMVR QWQEIFYEER YSESKFASQ-   504
Cgl     AKAGAPDKEV WAIDGDGCFQ MTNQELTTAA VEGFPIKIAL INNGNLGMVR QWQTLFYEGR YSNTKLRNQ-   520
Gth     VQIAHPNEQV ICISGDASFQ MNIQELGTVS QYGLPIKIFI INNKWQGMVR QWQQAFYGER YSHSNMEKG-   507
Lla     AKLAQPNKNV IVFVGDGGFQ MTNQELALLN GYGIAIKVVL INNHSLGMVR QWQESFYEER RSQSVFDVE-   499
Mja     AKVAKPYANV ISITGDGGFL MNSQELATIS EYDIPVVICI FDNRTLGMVY QWQNLYYGQR QSEVHLGES-   500
Mav     AKMGRPEAEV WAIDGDGCFQ MTNQELATCA VEGIPIKVAL INNGNLGMVR QWQTLFYEER YSQTDLGHP-   536
Bap     VKLALPKATV ICVTGDGSIQ MNIQELSTAR QYNLAVLILN LNNSSLGMVK QWQDMIYSGR HSHSYMDSL-   498
Hin     VKLAHPEGTV VCVTGDGSIQ MNIQELSTAT QYGIPVVIIC LNNHFLGMVK QWQDLIYSGR HSQTYMNSL-   500
EcoI    AALANPDRKV LCFSGDGSLM MNIQEMATAS ENQLDVKIIL MNNEALGLVH QQQSLFYEQG VFAATYPG--   496
EcoII   AQVARPNDTV VCISGDGSFM MNVQELGTVK RKQLPLKIVL LDNQRLGMVR QWQQLFFQER YSETTLTD--   480
EcoIII  VKMALPEETV VCVTGDGSIQ MNIQELSTAL QYELPVLVVN LNNRYLGMVK QWQDMIYSGR HSQSYMQSL-   501
Kpn     AWLVNPERKV VSVSGDGGFL QSSMELETAV RLKANVLHLI WVDNGYNMVA IQEEKKY-QR LSGVEFGP--   498
Kte     AWLVNPQRKV VSVSGDGGFL QSSMELETAV RLHANILHII WVDNGYNMVA IQEQKKY-QR LSGVEFGP--   498
Mtu     AKLARPQRQV VLLQGDGAFG FSGMEWDTLV RHNVAVVSVI GNNGIWGLEK HPMEALYGYS VVAELRPG--   491
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Ath     QEDEIFPNML LFAAACGIPA ARVTKKADLR EAIQTMLDT- --PGPYLLDV ICPHQEHVLP MIPSGGTFND   659
Nta1    NEAEIFPNML KFAEACGVPA ARVTHRDDLR AAIQKMLDT- --PGPYLLDV IVPHQEHVLP MIPSGGAFKD   656
Nta2    NEAEIFPNML KFAEACGVPA ARVTHRDDLR AAIQKMLDT- --PGPYLLDV IVPHQEHVLP MIPSGGAFKD   653
Bna1    RENEIFPNML QFAGACGIPA ARVTKKEELR EAIQTMLDT- --PGPYLLDV ICPHQEHVLP MIPSGGTFKD   644
Bna2    NPEAVFPDML LFAASCGIPA ARVTRREDLR EAIQTMLDT- --PGPFLLDV VCPHQDHVLP LIPSGGTFKD   634
Bna3    RENEIFPNML QFAGACGIPA ARVTKKEELR EAIQTMLDT- --PGPYLLDV ICPHQEHVLP MIPSGGTFKD   641
Sce     ------PDFI KLAEAMGLKG LRVKKQEELD AKLKEFVSTK G---PVLLEV EVDKKVPVLP MVAGGSGLDE   663
Spo     ------PNFV KLADAMGIKA LRVEKREDLA KKMKEFLSTK G---PVLMEV LVAQKEHVYP FVPGGKALHQ   661
Ppu     -----APNFQ KLAEAFGIKA FTVNNRQNME SSLKDAMKY- --PGPVLLDC QVTENENCYP MVAPGKSNAQ   570
Spl     -----TPEFA RLADVYGLEA MNVRQRKIYQ RRLPKALSH- --KGPMILDV RVTRDEDCYP MVAPGHDNSD   573
Bsu     ------PDFV KLSEAYGIKG IRISSEAEAK EKLEEALTSR ---EPVVIDV RVASEEKVFP MVAPGKGLHE   565
Cgl     --GEYMPDFV TLSEGLGCVA IRVTKAEEVL PAIQKAREIN --DRPVVIDF IVGEDAQVWP MVSAGSSNSD   586
Gth     -----APNFT KVAEAFGLRS LKIKSRNDLK LRIKEALDY- --DGPILVDI QVIADENCYP MVAPGKSNAQ   569
Lla     ------PNFQ LLAEAYGIKH VKLDNPKTLA DDLKIITED- ---EPMLIEV LISKSEHVLP MIPAGLHNDE   559
Mja     ------PDFV KLAESYGVKA DRIISPDEIK EKLKEAILS- --NEPYLLDI VIDP-AEALP MVPPGGRLTN   560
Mav     --LAPHPDFV KLAEALGCVG LRCEREEDVV DVINAARAIN --DRPVVIAF IVGADAQVWP MVAAGTSNDE   602
Bap     ------PDFV KLVESYGHIG LKVKTNEELE EKLILALKKL SEGNLVFLDI QIDDSEHVYP MQIQGGGMNE   562
Hin     ------PDFA KLAESYGHVG IKIATPDELE SKLQEAFSIK --NKLVFVDI NVDESEHVYP MQIRGGAMNE   562
EcoI    --K---INFM QIAAGFGLET CDLNNEADPQ ASLQEIINR- --PGPALIHV RIDAEEKVYP MVPPGAANTE   558
EcoII   --N---PDFL MLASAFGIHG QHITRKDQVE AALDTMLNS- --DGPYLLHV SIDELENVWP LVPPGASNSE   542
EcoIII  ------PDFV RLAEAYGHVG IQISHPHELE SKLSEALEQV RNNRLVFVDV TVDGSEHVYP MQIRGGGMDE   565
Kpn     ------MDFK AYAESFGAKG FAVESAEALE PTLRAAMDV- --DGPAVVAI PVDYRD--NP LLMGQLHLSQ   557
Kte     ------VDFK VYAEAFGACG FAVESAEALE PTLRAAMDV- --DGPAVVAI PVDYRD--NP LLMGQLHLSQ   557
Mtu     ------TRYD EVVRALGGHG ELVSVPAELR PALERAFAS- --GLPAVVNV LTDP-SVAYP RRSNLA       547

Ath     VITEGDGRIK Y                                                                   670
Nta1    VITEGDGRSS Y                                                                   667
Nta2    VITEGDGRSS Y                                                                   664
Bna1    VITEGDGRTK Y                                                                   655
Bna2    IIV                                                                            637
Bna3    VITEGDGRTK Y                                                                   652
Sce     FINFDPEVER QQTELRHKRT GGKH                                                     687
Spo     FILHESLS                                                                       669
Ppu     MIGIAKPQRG TASNYVSRNI                                                          590
Spl     MMGLSS                                                                         579
Bsu     MVGVKP                                                                         571
Cgl     IQYALGLRPF FDGDESAAED PADIHEAVSD IDAAVESTEA                                    626
Gth     MMGINS                                                                         575
Lla     MIGLHFTDKN EEIDNA                                                              575
Mja     IVQPIRVEPK IKKPQFDEIK KIRDMAAVKE F                                             591
Mav     IQAARGIRPL FD-DETEGTP                                                          621
Bap     MWLRK-KEVS                                                                     571
Hin     MILSKPQEET N                                                                   573
EcoI    MVGE                                                                           562
EcoII   MLEKLS                                                                         548
EcoIII  MWLSK-TERT                                                                     574
Kpn     IL                                                                             559
Kte     IL                                                                             559
Mtu                                                                                    547

Fig. 3. Alignment of 24 AHAS catalytic subunit protein sequences from selected plant, fungal, algal and bacterial species. Sequences
were obtained from GenBank and aligned using the ClustalW program (Thompson et al., 1994). The abbreviations for the organisms
are: Ath, Arabidopsis thaliana; Nta, Nicotiana tabacam; Bna; Brassica napus; Sce, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Spo,
Shizosaccharomyces pombe; Ppu, Porphyra purpurea; Spl, Spirulina platensis; Bsu, Bacillus subtilis; Cgl, Corynebacterium
glutamicum; Gth, Guillardia theta; Lla, Lactococcus lactis; Mja, Methanococcus jannaschii; Mav, Mycobacterium avium; Bap,
Buchnera aphidicola; Hin, Haemophilus influenzae; Eco, Escherichia coli; Kpn, Klebsiella pneumoniae; Kte, Klebsiella terrigena;
and Mtu, Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Arabic (1, 2, 3) and Roman (I, II, III) numerals indicate different isozymes from one species.
Residues highlighted in red are identical across all sequences shown, while pink shows residues that are identical in the first 21
proteins, excluding Kpn, Kte and Mtu. Residues in all sequences that belong to the same strong conservation group (STA, NEQK,
NHQK, NDEQ, QHRK, MILV, MILF, HY, FYW) are shown in turquoise. Other features that are described in more detail in the text
are: the blue triangle which identifies the catalytic glutamate; the green bar which delineates the ThDP-binding motif; and the blue bar
which corresponds to the Prosite signature PS00187.

is probable that these are at the boundaries of
important secondary structural elements. Of the
remaining absolutely conserved residues, the function
of none of these has been tested directly although the
probable role of a few can be deduced by analogy
with related enzymes. One of these residues is the

catalytic glutamate that is usually contained within the
subsequence RHEQ in AHAS; to facilitate residue
identification and comparison with some structures to
be shown in Section 5.3, we will number residues
according to the E. coli AHAS II sequence wherever
possible. Table 1 provides a cross-referencing of the
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Fig. 4. Phylogeny of AHAS catalytic subunits, as
calculated using the ClustalW program (Thompson et al.,
1994). Abbreviations are as defined in Fig. 3.

important residues of AHAS from A. thaliana, yeast
and E. coli (isozyme II). Under the E. coli AHAS II
numbering system, the catalytic glutamate is residue
47. A second conserved element in all sequences is
the cofactor-binding motif (GDGX24-27NN) described
by Hawkins et al. (1989) that spans residues 427-455.
These two features are described in Sections 5.3.1 and
5.3.2, respectively, of this review.

4.2 Transit peptide
The six plant (Ath, Nta and Bna) and two fungal (Sce
and Spo) sequences are all substantially longer than
the other proteins due to an N-terminal extension. It
will be recalled from Section 3 that in eukaryotes,
AHAS is located in plastids (plants) or mitochondria
(fungi). Since nuclear genes encode the enzyme, it
must be moved to these organelles after synthesis and

it is probable that the N-terminal extension is involved
in this intracellular trafficking. The unusual
composition of these N-terminal regions, particularly
the preponderance of serine residues, is typical of
chloroplast and mitochondrial transit peptides (von
Heinje et al., 1989).

Table 1. Important residues and their role in AHAS from A.
thaliana, yeast and E. coli (isozyme II).

A. thaliana S. cerevisiae E. coli II Role
G121 G116 G25 Herbicide resistance

A122 A117 A26 Herbicide resistance

M124 L119 M28 Herbicide resistance

E144 E139 E47 Catalysis

V196 V191 V99 Herbicide resistance

P197 P192 S100 Herbicide resistance

R199 S194 P102 Herbicide resistance

A205 A200 A108 Herbicide resistance

K256 K251 K159 Herbicide resistance

G350 G353 G249 FAD binding

M351 M354 M250 Herbicide resistance

D376 D379 D275 Herbicide resistance

W491 W503 W381 FAD binding

M513 M525 M403 ThDP conformation

D538 D550 D428 Mg2+ binding

N565 N557 N455 Mg2+ binding

H567 E579 R457 Mg2+ binding

M570 M582 M460 Herbicide resistance

V571 V583 V461 Herbicide resistance

W574 W586 W464 Herbicide resistance
Substrate specificity

F578 F590 F468 Herbicide resistance

S653 G657 P536 Herbicide resistance

The transit peptide targets the protein to the
appropriate organelle and it is usually assumed that
this transit peptide is cleaved during or after
translocation. It is probable that the cleavage site is
close to the region where homology with prokaryotic
AHAS sequences begins. The main evidence for
cleavage is that the size of the mature protein in a
variety of plant species appears to be approximately
65 kDa (Singh et al., 1991) or less, which is
significantly smaller than that expected for the plant
sequences shown in Fig. 3. From this information,
Rutledge et al. (1991) have proposed that the cleavage
involves removal of the first 70, 61 and 67 residues of
Bna1, Bna2 and Bna3, respectively, so that each
mature protein begins with the sequence

0.1

Bna1

Bna3

Ath

Bna2

Nta1

Nta2

EcoI

EcoII

Ppu

Gth

Spl

Cgl

Mav

Bap

EcoIII

Hin

Sce

Spo

Bsu

Lla

Mja

Kpn

Kte

Mtu
0.1 Substitutions per site
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TFXS[K/R][F/Y]AP that is common to all the plant
AHAS sequences shown in Fig. 3.

There is some experimental evidence from
expression of various eukaryotic AHAS in bacteria to
support a cleavage site in this region. For example,
deletion of the first 64 residues of Bna2 results in a
protein that is active when expressed in S.
typhimurium but deletion of a further 8 residues
abolishes this activity (Wiersma et al., 1990).
Similarly, deletion of the first 85 residues of Ath
AHAS (up to but not including the
TFXS[K/R][F/Y]AP sequence) gives a protein that is
active when expressed in E. coli and deletion of a
further 16 residues abolishes this activity (Chang and
Duggleby, 1997). Other work has established that
deletion of the first 80 residues of Ath (Dumas et al.,
1997), 65 residues of Nta1 (Chang et al., 1997), and
54 residues of Sce (Pang and Duggleby, 1999) AHAS
each results in an active protein when expressed in E.
coli.

While a consistent picture emerges from these
experiments, it should be noted that expression of a
truncated protein in bacteria is a somewhat different
situation from cleavage of a larger protein in
mitochondria or chloroplasts. It is therefore
conceivable that a truncated protein that is not active
in an expression system might well be active when
formed in its native milieu. A relevant observation in
this context is that while the 64 residue deletion in
Bna2 is active in S. typhimurium as mentioned above,
a 56 residue deletion is not (Wiersma et al., 1990). At
most these experiments delineate what regions of the
N-terminal extension are non-essential for AHAS
activity, but they do not identify the actual site of
cleavage in the appropriate organelle. Thus, the site of
cleavage has not yet been established for any AHAS
protein. Experimental identification of the cleavage
site would require isolation of the mature protein and
N-terminal sequence determination.

It is of interest that the two eukaryotic algal
sequences (Ppu and Gth) lack this transit peptide
although it would be expected that AHAS would be
located in the chloroplast. However, this observation
is fully consistent with the finding that the gene is
located on the plastid genome (Douglas and Penny,
1999); thus in these organisms the protein is
synthesized within the chloroplast and no intracellular
traff icking is required.

5. Assay and catalytic properties

5.1 Assay
The validity of any measurement of the catalytic
properties of any enzyme is reliant upon a suitable
activity assay. In the vast majority of studies on
AHAS, the enzyme activity is measured using a
discontinuous colorimetric assay based on that
described by Singh et al. (1988). In this method,
samples containing the enzyme, pyruvate, and other
additives are incubated for a fixed time that is usually
between 30 minutes and 2 hours. The reaction is then
terminated by adding sulfuric acid and heated at 60°
for 15 minutes to convert acetolactate to acetoin,
which is then estimated by converting it to a colored
product of unknown structure (εM ≈ 2 x 104 M-1 cm-1

at 525 nm), by reaction with creatine and α-naphthol
(Westerfeld, 1945). The great advantage of this assay
is its excellent sensitivity that allows activities of 10-4

units of enzyme to be measured routinely. This is
invaluable when working with tissue extracts due to
the low abundance of AHAS in its natural sources.
The major disadvantage is the discontinuous nature of
the assay; if the formation of product is not linear with
time, the rate measured will be an average of the
changing rate over the assay period. Since it is known
that both herbicide inhibition and cofactor activation
are time-dependent processes, this assay is not well
suited for studying the kinetics of these compounds.

A continuous assay was described by Schloss
et al. (1985), based on the decrease in absorbance at
333 nm due to pyruvate (εM = 17.5 M-1 cm-1). This
assay is about 1000-fold less sensitive than the
discontinuous assay and is only suitable for purified
enzymes that are available in large amounts.
Nevertheless, it is the only assay that is reliable for
studying the kinetics of herbicide inhibition and
cofactor activation.

In principle, there is a third assay that would
combine the advantages of a continuous assay and
high sensitivity. The next enzyme in the pathway of
branched-chain amino acid biosynthesis is ketol-acid
reductoisomerase, which catalyses the reduction of
acetolactate or acetohydroxybutyrate by NADPH (εM

≈ 6.2 x 103 M-1 cm-1 at 340 nm). The potential for
using E. coli ketol-acid reductoisomerase in a coupled
assay has been explored by Hill and Duggleby (1999);
unfortunately, ketol-acid reductoisomerase has an
intrinsic lactate dehydrogenase activity that results in
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NADPH oxidation by pyruvate in the absence of
AHAS. Although the rate of this side-reaction is low,
the high concentration of ketol-acid reductoisomerase
required for a coupled assay results in a degree of
interference that renders the assay impractical. Until
conditions are found that abolish this side-reaction, or
a source of ketol-acid reductoisomerase is found that
lacks this lactate dehydrogenase activity, the great
potential of this assay cannot be realized.

5.2 Specificity and kinetic properties
After the initial decarboxylation step, AHAS is
capable of utilizing either pyruvate or 2-ketobutyrate
as the second substrate. One of the important
characteristics that distinguishes the isozymes of
bacterial AHAS is the specificity for the second
substrate. Measurement of this property requires the
simultaneous monitoring of the rates of formation of
acetolactate (VAL) and of acetohydroxybutyrate
(VAHB) in the presence of both substrates (Gollop et
al., 1987; Delfourne et al., 1994). The preference of
the enzyme for either pyruvate or 2-ketobutyrate in
the second phase is defined by the specificity
constant, R (Barak et al., 1987).

R  =  (VAHB/VAL)/([2-ketobutyrate]/[pyruvate])
A wide range of substrate concentrations, pH, or the
presence of inhibitors (valine or herbicides) do not
affect this constant, which is an intrinsic property of
the enzyme. Enzymes with a high R value (>10) have
a greater specificity for 2-ketobutyrate, while a value
of less than 1 favors acetolactate synthesis.

Among the three enterobacterial enzymes,
only AHAS I has a relatively low R factor of 2, which
means that it has an almost equal preference for the
two substrates. AHAS II and III each have high R
values of 65 and 40, respectively. Determination of
this characteristic in a variety of organisms has
revealed the presence of at least one AHAS activity
with high specificity for acetohydroxybutyrate
formation (Gollop et al., 1990; Delfourne et al.,
1994). This is consistent with the fact that the
intracellular concentration of the major metabolic
intermediate pyruvate is higher than that of 2-
ketobutyrate. For example, S. typhimurium LT2
(which lacks AHAS III) grown on glucose contains
more than 80 times as much pyruvate as 2-
ketobutyrate (Epelbaum et al., 1998). Thus, having an
AHAS with a high R will allow production of
comparable amounts of the precursors for both
valine/leucine and isoleucine biosynthesis. The

presence of the low R value AHAS I in enterobacteria
was suggested to allow special adaptation of the
organism for growth on certain poor carbon sources,
which results in a drop in intracellular pyruvate
concentrations (Dailey and Cronan, 1986). The
importance of multiple isozymes in enterobacteria is
further supported by quantitative studies on the
branched-chain amino acid biosynthesis. The analysis
showed that none of the AHAS isozymes could be
adequate for the varied conditions that the bacteria
encounter (Epelbaum et al., 1998). Besides AHAS I,
the catabolic AHAS has extremely low R values
(<0.1) (Gollop et al., 1990). This is not surprising as
the catabolic AHAS catalyzes exclusively the
condensation of pyruvate to acetolactate, the
precursor for butanediol fermentation (Section 2.2).

As mentioned above, it is of physiological
importance for most AHAS to select 2-ketobutyrate
over pyruvate as the second substrate. In order to
favor a larger substrate over a smaller one, it requires
adaptation of the catalytic site to accommodate the
extra methyl group of 2-ketobutyrate (Gollop et al.,
1989). Using a structural model of E. coli AHAS (see
Section 8.4) and site-directed mutagenesis, W464 was
shown to play a part in the second substrate
recognition and specificity (Ibdah et al., 1996).
Replacement of W464 lowers the specificity constant
of AHAS II by at least an order of magnitude without
any major effect on most other properties of the
enzyme.

The most detailed study of the substrate
kinetics is that described by Gollop et al. (1989) who
examined the effect of simultaneous variation of the
concentrations of pyruvate and 2-ketobutyrate using
E. coli AHAS III. However, most authors have
confined themselves to studying the effect of pyruvate
alone. In the absence of 2-ketobutyrate, the AHAS
reaction requires two moles of pyruvate and it might
be expected that the substrate saturation curve would
be sigmoidal. However, as will be seen in the catalytic
cycle described later (Section 5.3.1), CO2 release
intervenes between the binding of the first and second
pyruvate. Unless a very high CO2 concentration is
present, this step will be irreversible and the substrate
saturation curve would be expected to be hyperbolic.
This prediction agrees with the findings of most
studies (e.g. E. coli AHAS II, Fig. 5) and Km values in
the range 1 to 20 mM are usually reported (Table 2).

There have been occasional reports of negative
cooperativity in the pyruvate saturation curve. Phalip
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Fig. 5. Substrate saturation kinetics of AHAS from various of
species. Data are shown in the form of a Hill plot and illustrate:
Michaelis-Menten kinetics (E. coli AHAS II D , nH = 1.00; taken
from Lee and Duggleby, 2000); negative cooperativity (A.
thaliana AHAS E , nH = 0.72; taken from Lee et al, 1999);
positive cooperativity (S. marcescens AHAS F , nH = 2.00; taken
from Yang and Kim, 1993).

et al. (1995) reported a Hill coeff icient of 0.84 for the
catabolic AHAS from Leuconostoc mesenteroides and
Chang and Duggleby (1997) observed a somewhat
lower value (0.6) for recombinant A. thaliana AHAS.
Subsequent work on this A. thaliana enzyme (Chang
and Duggleby, 1998; Lee et al., 1999) and
recombinant tobacco AHAS (Kil and Chang, 1998)
have confirmed that the enzyme does not follow
Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Fig. 5). For these plant
enzymes, the negative cooperativity was ascribed to
interactions between the active sites of the dimer and
it has been pointed out by Chang and Duggleby
(1997) that earlier published data on both native
(Mourad et al., 1995) and recombinant (Kim and
Chang, 1995) A. thaliana AHAS show deviations
from Michaelis-Menten kinetics.

Given that subunit interactions can occur, it
would not be surprising to observe positive
cooperativity also, and several papers have reported
such kinetics for various forms of AHAS. These
include the enzyme from the barley (Miflin, 1971), N.
crassa (Kuwana et al., 1968), the bacterial anabolic
AHAS from L. lactis (Snoep et al., 1992), Serratia
marcescens (Yang and Kim, 1993; see Fig. 5), and M.
aeolicus (Xing and Whitman, 1994) and the catabolic
enzyme from A. aerogenes (Störmer, 1968a). It
should be noted that the L. lactis enzyme was later
reported (Benson et al., 1996) to show hyperbolic

Table 2. Values of Km for pyruvate for AHAS from various
species.

Enzyme Km (mM) Reference
Bacteria
E. coli I   1.5 Eoyang and Silverman, 1988
E. coli II   5.0 Ibdah et al, 1996
E. coli II   2.6 Hill et al, 1997
E. coli III 12.0 Barak et al., 1988
Lactococcus lactis   8.3 Benson et al., 1996
Rhizobium leguminosarum   7.2 Royeula et al., 1998
S. typhimurium II 10.6 Schloss et al., 1995

Fungi
N. crassa   3.2 Glatzer et al., 1972
Yeast   8.2 Magee and de Robichon-

Szulmajster, 1968a
Yeast (recombinant) 18.1 Pang and Duggleby, 1999

Plants
A. thaliana   11.2 Wu et al., 1994
A. thaliana   6.3 Mourad et al., 1995
A. thaliana (recombinant)   2.3 Singh et al., 1991
A. thaliana (recombinant)   3.0 Dumas et al., 1997
Barley   5.5 Durner and Böger, 1988
Cocklebur 3.2-6.6 Bernasconi et al., 1995
Cotton 2.5-6.0 Subramanian et al., 1990
Datura innoxia 0.9 Rathinasabapathi and

King, 1991
Maize   5.0 Singh et al., 1988
Lactuca serriola   7.1 Eberlein et al., 1997
Soybean 63-74 Nemat Alla and

Hassan, 1996
Sonchus oleraceus 16 Boutsalis and Powles, 1995
Tobacco 6.5-9.6 Subramanian et al., 1990
Tobacco (recombinant) 16.8 Kim and Chang, 1995
Tobacco (recombinant) 12.1 Chang et al., 1997
Tobacco (recombinant) 20.8 Chong et al., 1999

kinetics but this difference may be due to different
assay conditions. In this context, it has been shown
that the positive cooperativity of M. aeolicus AHAS
increases markedly on addition of a low (5 mM)
concentration of Na2SO4 while that of the A.
aerogenes varies with the buffer.

5.3 Cofactor requirements
The reaction catalyzed by AHAS involves an initial
decarboxylation of pyruvate. The acetaldehyde that is
formed remains bound and condenses with the second
substrate (pyruvate or 2-ketobutyrate) to form the
acetohydroxyacid product. In common with related
enzymes that catalyze the decarboxylation of pyruvate
and other 2-ketoacids, the enzyme requires thiamin
diphosphate (ThDP, formerly known as thiamin
pyrophosphate and abbreviated TPP) and a divalent



Table 3. Values of Km for cofactors for AHAS from various species.

Enzyme                Km for cofactor (µM) Reference

ThDP Mg2+ FAD

E. coli I - - 0.06 Weinstock et al., 1992
E. coli II 0.6 - 0.09 Ibdah et al., 1996
E. coli II 1.1 3.8 0.2 Hill and Duggleby, 1998
S. typhimurium II 1.5 22 0.8 Schloss et al., 1985
E. coli III 18 3300 2.2 Vyazmensky et al., 1996
S. cerevisiae (recombinant) 110 280 0.3 Poulsen and Stougaard, 1989
P. sativum 11 - 21 - - Shimizu et al., 1994
G. hirsutum 32 - 49 - - Subramanian et al., 1990
N. tabacum 20 - 42 - - Subramanian et al., 1990
N. tabacum (recombinant) 80 - 210 - 0.5 - 2.6 Kil and Chang, 1998
A. thaliana (recombinant) 25 64 1.5 Chang and Duggleby, 1998

metal ion as obligatory cofactors (Halpern and
Umbarger, 1959). An unexpected observation, given
that the reaction involves no oxidation or reduction, is
that AHAS also requires FAD (Störmer and
Umbarger, 1964). It was later shown that some forms
of AHAS have no FAD requirement (Störmer, 1968b;
Peng et al., 1992) and we now recognize that the latter
form corresponds to the catabolic enzyme described
earlier (Section 2.2). The role of each of the cofactors
is described in Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3 below.

5.3.1 ThDP
It is believed that ThDP is required by AHAS from all
species although this has not been tested in many
cases. More often than not, ThDP is included in
assays for the enzyme at concentrations of 50 µM or
more without regard for whether a requirement has
actually been demonstrated. However, in those cases
where care has been taken to remove any ThDP that
might be bound to the enzyme, the activity can be
reduced greatly or abolished entirely, and is fully
restored upon adding back ThDP. There is a
hyperbolic dependence of activity upon ThDP
concentration; from such experiments an activation
constant or Km can be estimated (Table 3) and values
ranging from less that 1 µM to greater than 200 µM
have been reported. In general, the eukaryotic
enzymes have a higher Km than AHAS from bacteria.
However, Ortéga et al. (1996) have shown that the
activation of E. coli AHAS II by ThDP is a slow
process taking tens of minutes to reach equili brium,
while for barley AHAS some hours are required.
Since most studies of ThDP activation have used the
discontinuous assay (see Section 5.1), the reliabilit y

of the Km values may be suspect. Only the values for
isozyme II of E. coli and S. typhimurium, and A.
thaliana AHAS, were determined using the
continuous assay.

Even for organisms where AHAS has been
identified only as a DNA sequence, without any
biochemical work on the protein, it can be assumed
with reasonable confidence that the enzyme requires
ThDP based on the presence of an amino acid
sequence first identified by Hawkins et al. (1989).
This motif usually begins with the triplet GDG and
ends with NN, separated by 24-27 other amino acids
that contain features that are conserved to a lesser
extent. For example, the six residues preceding the
NN are usually predominantly apolar residues. It is
now known that there is a large family of ThDP-
dependent enzymes and, without exception, all
contain this motif (Candy and Duggleby, 1998) which
is clearly seen in the alignment shown as Fig. 3. It
should be noted that the Prosite database also includes
a signature sequence for ThDP-dependent enzymes
(see Fig. 3) that overlaps with, but is not identical to,
the motif of Hawkins et al. (1989).

It came as a surprise, when the first three-
dimensional structure for a ThDP-dependent enzyme
was published (Lindqvist et al., 1992), that this motif
does not interact with the thiamin region of the
coenzyme. Rather, it is involved in binding to a metal
ion that itself is coordinated to the phosphate groups
of the coenzyme. This is discussed further in Section
5.3.2.

The reactions catalyzed by almost all (see
Khaleeli et al. (1999) for an exception) ThDP-
dependent enzymes can be written as involving
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cleavage of a carbon-carbon bond that is adjacent to a
keto group. One of the products is released while the
other may be released, or remain bound to the enzyme
where it undergoes further conversion. The AHAS
reaction is therefore typical; the bond broken is that
linking the keto and carboxyl carbons of pyruvate and
the product released is carbon dioxide (or
bicarbonate). The second product is not released as
acetaldehyde but is condensed with the 2-ketoacid
substrate.

The conventional view of the catalytic cycle is
shown in Fig. 6. Initially, ThDP is in its protonated
form (I) that then ionizes to the reactive ylide (II);
this then attacks a pyruvate molecule giving the
lactyl-ThDP intermediate (III). After decarboxylation,
the enamine of hydroxyethyl-ThDP (IV) undergoes
charge separation giving the α-carbanion (V) that can
now react with the 2-ketoacid substrate to give the
product complex (VI). Finally, the product is released
and ThDP is regenerated.
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Fig. 6. Proposed catalytic cycle of AHAS. Intermediates I to VI
are discussed in the text. R represents the hydroxyethyl
diphosphate group while R' is the methyl aminopyrimidine ring
of ThDP.

The ultimate source of this hypothetical
catalytic cycle stems from the work of Breslow (1958)
and derives from studies of non-enzymatic, thiamin-
catalyzed reactions. A key step in this process is the
initial ionization of the thiazole C2 proton. However,
it has been shown (Washabaugh and Jencks, 1988)
that the pKa for this step is very high (17-19) so very
littl e of the ylide (II, Fig. 6) would be present at
neutral pH. However, it is possible that enzyme-
bound ThDP might have a much lower pKa, consistent
with the observation that enzyme-catalyzed reactions
can be more than 1012-fold faster than their non-
enzymatic counterparts (Alvarez et al., 1991).

The conformation, structure and location of
ThDP provide a possible mechanism for lowering the
pKa. In all ThDP-dependent enzymes whose structure
have been determined (Muller et al., 1993; Hasson et
al., 1998; Dobritzsch et al., 1998; Chabrière et al.,
1999; Ævarsson et al., 1999), the coenzyme is in the
V-conformation which brings the 4'-amino group into
reasonably close proximity to C2. Although the
structure of no AHAS has been determined, homology
models of A. thaliana AHAS (Ott et al., 1996) and E.
coli AHAS II (Ibdah et al., 1996) have been
constructed based on the structure (Muller and Schulz,
1993; Muller et al., 1994) of pyruvate oxidase (POX).
Here we will use the coordinates of the E. coli AHAS
II model to ill ustrate the key features of the structure
(Fig. 7). The V-confirmation is best seen when ThDP
is viewed from the side (Fig. 7B) where it is clear that
M403 lies between the thiazole and pyrimidine rings
and is responsible for maintaining the coenzyme in
this conformation.

It is evident from Fig. 7 that N1' is very close
to the carboxyl group of a glutamate residue (E47 in
E. coli AHAS II) which corresponds to a glutamate
that is conserved in all ThDP-dependent enzymes.
Mutagenesis of the residue greatly decreases the
activity of these enzymes (Wikner et al., 1994; Candy
et al., 1996; Kill enberg-Jabs et al., 1997; Fang et al.,
1998). Further, it is known that substitution of ThDP
with analogs lacking N1' or the 4'-amino group results
in a loss of enzymatic activity (Golbik et al., 1991).
Putting these observations together, we may propose
the scheme shown in Fig. 8. Initially, the 4'-amino
group acts as a base resulting in the formation of a
protonated imine with the glutamate carboxyl
donating a proton to N1'. After ionization of this
imine, the glutamate carboxylate acts as a base and
the proton is removed from C2.



Fig. 7. Structure of E. coli AHAS II around the ThDP cofactor. Panel A shows the proximity of E47 of the enzyme, and C2 of the
thiazole ring, to N1' and the 4'-NH2 group of the pyrimidine ring, respectively. The side view in Panel B again shows E47 as well as
the location of M403 in maintaining ThDP in the V-conformation. Coordinates of E. coli AHAS II were calculated by Ibdah et al.
(1996).
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Fig. 8. Proposed role of the catalytic glutamate (E47 in E. coli
AHAS II) in promoting the ionisation of C2 of ThDP in AHAS
and in other ThDP-dependent enzymes. R is as described in Fig.
6.

Some authors have attempted to measure the
ionization state of C2. Although no measurements
have been on AHAS, experiments performed on
pyruvate decarboxylase are relevant because the
mechanism is expected to be similar up to the point of
formation of the α-carbanion (V, Fig. 6). Kern et al.
(1997) incorporated 13C2-labelled ThDP into pyruvate
decarboxylase and observed the 13C-NMR spectrum at
pH 6.0. They suggest that this spectrum is no different
from that of ThDP in solution and concluded that
ThDP is fully protonated. However, it is not clear
whether these experiments could have detected a
small fraction of the ionized form. For example, if
10% of the ionized form is present, this implies a pKa

of 7, which is 10-12 pH units lower than that of free
ThDP. This is a massive change that would have
profound implications for the mechanism of ThDP-
dependent enzymes. More recently, Jordan et al.
(1999) have attempted to measure the pKa directly and

have argued that it is shifted by about 9 pH units.
However, it should be noted that the value obtained is
for the protonation of an analog of the α-carbanion
(V, Fig. 6) rather than for ThDP itself. Thus the pKa

and ionization state of enzyme-bound ThDP remains
unresolved.

One possibili ty that has not been widely
considered is that the reaction between ThDP and
pyruvate may involve a concerted mechanism, as
ill ustrated in Fig. 9. This scheme would avoid a
discrete ylide and allow the lactyl-ThDP intermediate
(III, Fig. 6) to be formed directly. The base involved
could be an amino acid side chain although the
ionized imine (Fig. 8) would serve equally well and
would be perfectly positioned to perform this
function. This concerted mechanism involves a
different route to the lactyl-ThDP intermediate from
that which is accepted for non-enzymatic thiamin-
catalyzed reactions. However, it should be
remembered that the latter are extremely slow and it
may be that ThDP-dependent enzymes owe much of
their catalytic power to their abili ty to by-pass
formation of the ylide.

Fig. 9. Proposed concerted mechanism for ThDP-dependent
enzymes that bypasses the ionization of C2 of ThDP. R
represents the hydroxyethyl diphosphate group. R and R' are as
described in Fig. 6.

5.3.2 Metal ions
In common with all other ThDP-dependent enzymes,
AHAS requires a metal ion for activity. There is no
great specificity in this requirement and any of Mn2+,
Mg2+, Ca2+, Cd2+, Co2+, Zn2+, Cu2+, Al3+, Ba2+ and
Ni2+ are active (Tse and Schloss, 1993) giving
between 133% (Mn2+) and 50% (Ni2+) of the activity
with Mg2+. The metal ion requirement is usually
satisfied with Mg2+, generally at a concentration of
0.1 to 10 mM. However, it is not always easy to
demonstrate that the metal ion is absolutely required
due to the diff iculty of removing all metal ions from
both the enzyme and the assay solutions. In those
cases where care has been taken to remove all sources
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of metal ions, the activity can be reduced to a small
fraction of the initial value, but is completely restored
upon adding back Mg2+ (Schloss et al., 1985; Poulsen
and Stougaard, 1989; Vyazmensky et al., 1996;
Chang and Duggleby, 1998; Hill and Duggleby,
1998). There is a hyperbolic dependence of activity
upon Mg2+ concentration; from such experiments an
activation constant can be determined. There are very
large variations in the values reported (Table 3) that
range from 3.8 µM (E. coli isozyme II; Hill and
Duggleby, 1998) through 280 µM (yeast; Poulsen and
Stougaard, 1989) to 3.3 mM (E. coli isozyme II I;
Vyazmensky et al., 1996). It is not clear whether these
variations represent true differences between AHAS
from various species or result from subtle differences
in the assay conditions.

As mentioned earlier, the structure of no
AHAS has been determined at the atomic level, but
those of six other ThDP-dependent enzymes have
been solved (Muller et al., 1993; Hasson et al., 1998;
Dobritzsch et al., 1998; Chabrière et al., 1999;
Ævarsson et al., 1999). In all cases, the role of the
metal ion is the same; it acts as an anchor, holding the
ThDP in place by coordinating to two of the
phosphate oxygen atoms and two amino acid side-
chains. These two amino acids constitute part of the
ThDP-motif (Hawkins et al., 1989 and Fig. 3)
mentioned in Section 4.1; the aspartate in the GDG
sequence and the second of the two asparagines.

As described in Section 5.3.1 concerning
ThDP, a model of E. coli AHAS II has been
constructed by Ibdah et al. (1996). Part of this model
surrounding the metal ion is ill ustrated in Fig. 10. The
two ligands that form part of the ThDP motif are the
side-chains of D428 and N455 (E. coli AHAS II
numbering). The remaining four ligands are the two
phosphate oxygen atoms, the backbone oxygen of
R457, and a water molecule. From the structure of
POX it is not possible to say with certainty whether
the asparagine is ligated through the oxygen or the
nitrogen of the side-chain amide. However, we think
that binding through the oxygen is more likely based
on the fact that some sequences contain an aspartate
rather than an asparagine at this position (Fig. 3). This
conclusion is supported by the finding that
mutagenesis of this asparagine to aspartate in the
related enzyme pyruvate decarboxylase (Candy and
Duggleby, 1994) results in no change in its abili ty to
bind Mg2+.

The close relatives of AHAS for which the
three-dimensional structure is known each has the
active site formed at the dimer interface, with
contributions from different domains of each subunit.
However, it should be noted that the more distantly-
related pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase (Chabrière
et al., 1999) shows a somewhat different organization
with the active site between two domains of the same

D428

N455R457

Mg2+P

P
H2O
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polypeptide chain. It therefore appears likely that the
minimal active unit of AHAS would be the dimer,
although a similar arrangement to that seen in
pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase cannot be ruled
out.

5.3.3 FAD
The reaction catalyzed by AHAS does not involve any
oxidation or reduction so there is no obvious reason
why the enzyme should require FAD and indeed, the
activity of the catabolic AHAS is independent of this
cofactor (Störmer, 1968b). Other enzymes that
contain flavins with no redox role are rare but not
unknown. One of these is glyoxylate carboligase
(Chang et al., 1993) which catalyzes a reaction that
parallels that of AHAS. Rather than using two
molecules of pyruvate, two molecules of glyoxylate
are converted to tartronic semialdehyde and CO2. This
similarity, together with the extensive amino acid
sequence homology to AHAS, suggest that glyoxylate
carboligase and AHAS share a common evolutionary
ancestor and that glyoxylate carboligase may be
considered to be an AHAS with unusual substrate
specificity. Other examples of non-redox flavin-
dependent enzymes include chorismate synthase
(Macheroux et al., 1999) and hydroxynitrile lyase
(Wajant and Effenberger, 1996) but in these
cases,neither resembles AHAS in structure nor in the
reaction catalyzed. In an interesting parallel to AHAS,
there are two forms of hydroxynitrile lyase only one
of which requires FAD (Wajant and Effenberger,
1996).

The role of FAD in the anabolic AHAS has
been speculated upon but there is, as yet, no clear-cut
answer. Initially it was suggested that there might be a
cyclic oxidation and reduction during the catalytic
reaction (Störmer and Umbarger, 1964) but this
possibili ty is now considered unlikely. The main
evidence against a cyclic oxidation and reduction
stems from the work of Schloss et al. (1988) who
reported littl e effect on the enzyme activity when
FAD is replaced with FADH2, or analogs that have
different redox potentials from FAD (Eo' = -209 mV)
such as 5-deaza-FAD (Eo' = -311 mV) and 8-chloro-
FAD (Eo' = -146 mV). We do not regard this evidence
as particularly strong, particularly because Schloss
and Aulabaugh (1988) have proposed a role for FAD

that appears to be inconsistent with it being
replaceable by FADH2 (see later).

There are two main schools of thought on the
function of FAD, both reliant on the observation that
AHAS is structurally related to POX (Chang and
Cronan, 1988). In addition to a convincing amino acid
sequence homology, the first stage of the reactions
catalyzed by the two enzymes each involves the
decarboxylation of pyruvate, mediated by bound
ThDP. Thereafter the two reactions diverge and in
POX the hydroxyethyl intermediate is oxidized to
acetate using an acceptor such as ubiquinone. FAD is
an essential cofactor for POX and serves to transfer
electrons to ubiquinone. Given these similarities it is
possible that AHAS has evolved from a POX-like
ancestor and this leads to two hypotheses of why the
anabolic AHAS has retained its requirement for FAD.

The first suggested function is that FAD is
required for purely structural reasons; that is, unless
FAD is present the active site cannot attain the correct
geometry for substrate binding and/or catalysis to
occur. The second hypothesis (Schloss and
Aulabaugh, 1988) is that the FAD plays a protective
role in the catalytic cycle. Under this proposal, it is
necessary to prevent protonation of the α-carbanion
(V, Fig. 6) during the step where the 2-ketoacid
substrate binds, when the active site would be open to
solvent. This is achieved by allowing the enamine
(IV, Fig. 6) to form a reversible adduct with FAD, as
ill ustrated in Fig. 11. The diff iculty with this
hypothesis is that a similar adduct could not be
formed by FADH2 and yet replacing FAD with the
reduced form of this cofactor actually leads to a 10%
increase in AHAS activity. Schloss and Aulabaugh
(1988) have argued that this increased activity is due
to elimination of the non-productive adduct formation
but this seems inconsistent with the need to protect
the α-carbanion from protonation. Perhaps there are
subtleties in the argument that we have not
understood. Moreover, it provides no explanation of
how the catabolic AHAS is able to function without
FAD. Thus, a definitive statement on the role of FAD
is not yet possible.

Two studies have reported mutants of AHAS
that have lost the abili ty to bind FAD. These have
involved changing G249 of E. coli AHAS II to
alanine, valine or glutamate (Hill and Duggleby,
1998) or a tryptophan (equivalent to W381 of E. coli
AHAS II) of tobacco AHAS to phenylalanine (Chong
et al., 1999). In each case, the loss of FAD binding is
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accompanied by a total aboliti on of enzymatic activity
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Fig. 11. Structure of the enamine-FAD adduct of AHAS
proposed by Schloss and Aulabaugh (1988).

and, for the E. coli enzyme, it was shown by circular
dichroism spectroscopy that the mutants have
unaltered folding.

Apart from FADH2 and the FAD analogs
mentioned above, littl e work has been done on the
specificity with respect to this cofactor. However,
Schloss et al. (1985) have shown that fragments of
FAD such as FMN, adenosine, AMP, ADP-ribose
orpyrophosphate, either alone or in combination, are
not able to activate S. typhimurium AHAS II. In
contrast, the enzyme from the archaebacterium
Methanococcus aeolicus is 75% more active with
FMN than with FAD, while riboflavin plus phosphate
results in an activity that is more than twice that
observed with FAD (Xing and Whitman, 1994). It
will be of interest to investigate whether the M.
aeolicus enzyme is unique in this respect or whether
the AHAS from other organisms exhibits a similar
abili ty to use these alternatives.

In most studies, the FAD requirement is
satisfied by adding this cofactor at a concentration of
2 to 100 µM, although it is not uncommon for it to be
omitted entirely. Presumably, this is not because the
enzyme does not require FAD; rather it is bound
suff iciently tightly that it is not lost from the enzyme
during extraction and purification. Indeed, removal of
FAD may require special action such as treatment
with activated charcoal (e.g. Hill and Duggleby,
1998). Once this is done, the enzyme shows littl e or
no activity but can be made fully active by adding
back FAD. The hyperbolic reactivation curve yields
an activation constant and the values that have been

determined for various forms of AHAS are listed in
Table 3. In all cases these are in the high nM to low
µM range and these high aff inities are consistent with
the fact that the enzyme is frequently found to be
active in the absence of added FAD.

5.4 Feedback regulation
AHAS is the key control point within the branched-
chain amino acid biosynthetic pathway. Because of
the criti cal role to ensure a balanced supply of the
amino acids, AHAS expression and enzymatic
activity within cells are tightly controlled by various
mechanisms. One of the mechanisms involves the
control of the enzyme at the transcriptional level,
which has been dealt with in Section 3. The other
mechanism, as in many biosynthetic pathways,
regulates AHAS activity by end-product feedback
inhibition. The activities of all AHAS, except AHAS
II of E. coli and S. typhimurium, are inhibited by at
least one of the branched-chain amino acids. The
inhibition is described as non-competitive in relation
to pyruvate (Magee and de Robichon-Szulmajster,
1968b; Glatzer et al., 1972; Takenaka and Kuwana,
1972; Proteau and Silver, 1991). In all the cases
examined in bacteria (Arfin and Koziell , 1973; Barak
et al., 1988; Proteau and Silver, 1991; Yang and Kim,
1993), fungi (Magee and de Robichon-Szulmajster,
1968b; Glatzer et al., 1972; Takenaka and Kuwana,
1972; Pang and Duggleby, 1999), and algae (Oda et
al., 1982; Landstein et al., 1993), valine is clearly the
most potent inhibitor amongst the branched-chain
amino acids. The reported apparent Ki for valine
ranges from 4.4 µM to 1.4 mM. In contrast, AHAS
from higher plants is regulated slightly differently
from the enzymes in lower organisms. In plants,
leucine is an equally good, and sometimes better,
inhibitor than valine (Miflin, 1971; Durner and Böger,
1988; Singh et al., 1988; Southan and Copeland,
1996). In addition, the inhibitory effect of the
branched-chain amino acids used in combination is
greater than the additive effect of them added singly
(Miflin, 1971; Durner and Böger, 1988). Such
synergism has not been reported for AHAS of
bacteria, yeast or algae.

It is well known that eukaryotic AHAS is very
labile. Attempts to purify the enzyme from its native
source results in rapid lost of activity and this is also
often accompanied by the desensitization of the
enzyme to inhibition by the branched-chain amino
acids. Comparing the plant and fungal AHAS, the
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latter is more unstable. In fungi and some algae, the
biosynthetic enzyme is localized in mitochondria and
it was observed in S. cerevisiae (Magee and de
Robichon-Szulmajster, 1968b), Neurospora crassa
(Glatzer et al., 1972; Takenaka and Kuwana, 1972)
and Euglena gracilis (Oda et al., 1982) that the
AHAS activity is almost totally desensitized to valine
inhibition when it is released from the mitochondria.
Neither the substrate nor the cofactors can act as
effective protectants. As a result, all early studies
involving the feedback regulation were conducted
with solvent-permeabili zed cells or isolated intact
mitochondria. In addition to this necessity for the
enzyme to remain in the organelle, the allosteric effect
is pH dependent with the maximum inhibition
observed at pH 7.0-7.5. It was later discovered that
AHAS from N. crassa can be solubili zed while
maintaining a high activity and sensitivity to valine by
inclusion of high concentrations of potassium
phosphate in the extraction buffer (Kuwana and Date,
1975). The significance of this unusual requirement
for stabili ty will be explained further in Section 6.2.
For plant AHAS, the situation is similar. Usually the
end-product feedback sensitivity is maintained after
extraction, but is lost progressively on storage,
freeze/thaw cycles, heat treatment and passage
through chromatography columns. Inclusion of
cofactors, pyruvate, branched-chain amino acids, or
high concentrations of glycerol and
polyvinylpolypyrolidone have been reported to
provide some stabili zation (Relton et al., 1986;
Muhitch et al., 1987; Durner and Böger, 1988;
Southan and Copeland, 1996).

In addition to the regulation by its biosynthetic
end-products, the activity of the fungal AHAS may be
also controlled by ATP, which reverses the inhibition
of the enzymatic activity by valine. This effect has
been demonstrated in both intact mitochondria
(Takenaka and Kuwana, 1972) and with highly
purified reconstituted yeast AHAS (Pang and
Duggleby, 1999). Similar activation has been
demonstrated with the mitochondrial-localized algal
E. gracilis AHAS (Oda et al., 1982). The activation is
sigmoidal and very specific to ATP; it can be partially
replaced by ADP but not by AMP, CTP, GTP, UTP or
ε-ATP (Pang and Duggleby, unpublished results). The
reversal of inhibition does not appear to involve the
phosphorylation of the enzyme as the non-
hydrolyzable ATP analog AMP-PNP is also effective
(Pang and Duggleby, unpublished results). These

results suggest an interaction between the amino acid
biosynthetic pathway and the availabili ty of metabolic
energy. Indeed, it had been shown previously with N.
crassa mitochondria that valine and isoleucine
biosynthesis is dependent on the metabolic state of the
organelle (Bergquist et al., 1974). ATP has not been
reported as an effector in bacterial and plant AHAS. It
would be interesting to see if a similar mechanism
operates in all AHAS or if it is connected with the
specific organelle localization of the enzyme.

6. Subunits

The subunit composition and quaternary structure of
AHAS from different sources appears to vary. Most
studies agree that the enzyme functions as a
multimeric protein, but the types of subunit present in
the eukaryotic enzyme remains to be resolved. It was
not until recently that the issue has been clarified in
yeast (Pang and Duggleby, 1999) and a higher plant
(Hershey et al., 1999). The following Sections 6.1 to
6.3 will describe studies on AHAS structure, subunit
functions and interactions.

6.1 Bacteria
The functional genes of AHAS isozymes of E. coli
and S. typhimurium have been cloned and
characterized, and each consists of two structural
genes arranged within a operon (Squires et al., 1983a;
Squires et al., 1983b; Wek et al., 1985; Lawther et al.,
1987). Each set of genes encodes a large subunit of
about 60 kDa and a smaller (about 10-17 kDa)
subunit, with both subunits essential for full AHAS
activity. AHAS purified from S. marcescens, is also
composed of two types of subunit although in this
case the smaller subunit (35 kDa) is considerably
larger than that from the enteric bacteria (Yang and
Kim, 1995).

The physical association of the large and small
subunits was demonstrated initially for E. coli AHAS
I by the co-precipitation of both subunits from a crude
cell extract using an antibody against the large subunit
(Eoyang and Silverman, 1984). The three active
isozymes have been purified to near homogeneity
(Schloss et al., 1985; Barak et al., 1988; Eoyang and
Silverman, 1988; Hill et al., 1997). Both subunits are
consistently purified together with the AHAS activity.
Furthermore, studies including quantitative analysis of
SDS-PAGE (Eoyang and Silverman, 1984),
carboxymethylation and gel filt ration (Schloss et al.,
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1985), association kinetics and radioactive labeling
(Sella et al., 1993) have revealed that the two
polypeptides are in 1:1 stoichiometry. The native size
of the isozymes is between 140-150 kDa leading to
the conclusion that the enzyme has an α2β2 quaternary
structure consisting of two large and two small
subunits.

Studies on the properties of the subunits have
been carried out by alteration of the subunit genes by
mutation (De Felice et al., 1974; Eoyang and
Silverman, 1986; Lu and Umbarger, 1987; Ricca et
al., 1988; Vyazmensky et al., 1996), expression of
individual subunits and their reconstitution
(Weinstock et al., 1992; Sella et al., 1993;
Vyazmensky et al., 1996; Hill et al., 1997), or by
chemical inactivation (Silverman and Eoyang, 1987).
The mutation studies were done by the
complementation of AHAS-deficient strains of
bacteria and activity measurements in bacterial crude
extract, while the remaining studies have been carried
out using either crude extracts or purified subunits.
All reports agree that the main AHAS catalytic
machinery resides in the large subunits and we now
prefer to describe these as the catalytic subunits.
Except for AHAS II (Lu and Umbarger, 1987),
transformants carrying high copy number plasmids
expressing the catalytic subunits of AHAS I (Eoyang
and Silverman, 1986; Weinstock et al., 1992) and III
(Weinstock et al., 1992) are prototrophic for
branched-chain amino acids, and the slow growth is
valine resistant. These results agree with the AHAS
activity assays of cell extracts. The highly purified
AHAS III catalytic subunit, in the absence of the
small subunits, exhibits only about 5% of the activity
of the intact enzyme (Vyazmensky et al., 1996). In
addition, the cofactor requirements and substrate
specificity of the catalytic subunit are similar to those
of the intact enzyme. Consistent with its failure to
complement AHAS-deficient E. coli, purified AHAS
II catalytic subunits alone have little or no detectable
activity (Hill et al., 1997). Further supporting
evidence for the role of the catalytic subunit was
provided by the alkylation of AHAS I of E. coli with
the reactive substrate analog [14C]3-bromopyruvate
(Silverman and Eoyang, 1987). More than 95% of the
radioactivity was associated with the catalytic
subunits and the enzymatic activity for both
acetolactate and acetohydroxybutyrate synthesis was
totally lost with the incorporation of one mole label
per mole of ILVB polypeptide.

The pure AHAS II catalytic subunit exists
predominantly as dimers (Hill et al., 1997). In
contrast, the catalytic subunits of AHAS III were
observed to migrate as monomers in gel filtration, but
the authors express some surprise at this result given
that these subunits are catalytically active
(Vyazmensky et al., 1996). As mentioned earlier, the
homology-modeled structures of AHAS (Ibdah et al.,
1996; Ott et al., 1996) have the active site of the
enzyme located at the interface of two catalytic
subunits. Thus it is expected that the minimal
requirement for an active form of AHAS is a dimer of
the catalytic subunits, and Vyazmensky et al. (1996)
propose that AHAS III catalytic subunits may
dimerise to a small extent that is not detected in gel
filtration experiments.

The AHAS small subunit has been implicated
in conferring valine sensitivity on the enzyme (De
Felice et al., 1974; Eoyang and Silverman, 1986;
Weinstock et al., 1992; Sella et al., 1993) and we
therefore refer to it as the regulatory subunit. The
residual activities of the catalytic subunit of AHAS I
and III are completely valine insensitive. On
reconstitution with the regulatory subunits, valine
sensitivity is restored. The regulatory role of the small
subunit was further confirmed by Vyazmensky et al.
(1996) with highly purified subunits of AHAS III.
Using equilibrium dialysis, each regulatory subunit
was shown to bind one valine molecule with a Kd

value of 0.2 mM. Valine binding was not observed for
the catalytic subunit. Thus it was suggested that the
restoration of valine sensitivity upon reconstitution is
due to an allosteric conformational effect at the
interface of the catalytic subunit dimer mediated by
the valine-binding regulatory subunits.

It is known that the enterobacterial AHAS II
isozyme is insensitive to valine feedback regulation
but curiously it has an absolute requirement for its
regulatory subunit. The specific activity of the
catalytic subunit is massively enhanced upon
reconstitution with the regulatory subunits (Hill et al.,
1997). This association apparently stabilizes the
active conformation of the catalytic subunit leading to
an increase in the turnover number. The interaction is
highly specific in that reconstitution with non-
matching subunits between isozymes does not occur
(Weinstock et al., 1992). The reconstitution of the
catalytic subunit with its regulatory subunit follows
simple saturation kinetics in AHAS III (Vyazmensky
et al., 1996), but is positively cooperative in AHAS II
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(Hill et al., 1997). In both cases an excess of
regulatory subunits is required to fully reconstitute the
catalytic subunits. In summary, the regulatory
subunits of bacterial AHAS control AHAS activity by
conferring upon it end-product feedback inhibition,
and by increasing substantially the enzymatic activity.

One apparent exception to this rule is AHAS
from Methanococcus aeolicus. The purified enzyme
contains no detectable regulatory subunit although the
enzyme is sensitive to inhibition by valine and by
isoleucine (Xing and Whitman, 1994). However,
Bowen et al. (1997) later showed a genetic
arrangement similar to that in other bacteria with a
probable regulatory subunit open reading frame just
downstream of the catalytic subunit gene. Thus, it
seems likely that the regulatory subunit was present,
but not detected, in the purified enzyme although this
proposition has yet to be verified experimentally.

6.2 Fungi
In contrast to the bacterial enzymes, the structure and
biochemical properties of AHAS from eukaryotes are
not well characterized, and in most cases the enzyme
has been studied in crude extracts only. A few fungal
AHAS genes have been cloned (Polaina, 1984; Falco
et al., 1985; Jarai et al., 1990; Bekkaoui et al., 1993)
by complementation, and the deduced amino acid
sequences (except for the N-terminal transit peptide)
are collinear with those of bacterial AHAS catalytic
subunits. As mentioned earlier, fungal AHAS activity
is extremely labile and no purified enzyme from its
native source has ever been reported. On the other
hand, the entire AHAS gene of S. cerevisiae (ilv2)
was cloned and over-expressed in E. coli (Poulsen and
Stougaard, 1989). The highly purified dimeric
enzyme, which is also very unstable, is insensitive to
valine and exhibits only a very low specific activity
(0.17 U/mg). For comparison, E. coli AHAS II has a
specific activity of approximately 50 U/mg (Hill et
al., 1997). By analogy with the bacterial enzyme, the
lack of valine inhibition could be because the
regulatory subunit is missing.

The first evidence for a fungal AHAS
regulatory subunit came from the identification of a S.
cerevisiae nuclear open reading frame (YCL009c)
whose hypothetical gene product shows significant
sequence homology to that of bacterial regulatory
subunits (Bork et al., 1992; Duggleby, 1997). Further
supporting evidence came from functional studies of
the null mutant of YCL009c. Enzyme assays using

permeabilized mutant cells showed that AHAS
activity is insensitive to added valine (Cullin et al.,
1996). Thus, this open reading frame (termed ilv6)
appeared to be the yeast AHAS regulatory subunit.
The gene product of ilv6 (the mature protein is about
30 kDa) is about twice as large as the bacterial
regulatory subunit due mainly to an extra segment of
approximately 50 residues in the middle of the
sequence. Unlike the situation observed in bacterial
studies, the ilv6 null mutant cells were reported to
show no physiological differences from wild-type
yeast. This is probably because the comparison was
performed using a complex medium where AHAS
activity may not be essential.

Both the catalytic (ilv2) and regulatory (ilv6)
subunits of S. cerevisiae have been over-expressed in
E. coli, purified, and reconstituted (Pang and
Duggleby, 1999). These experiments provided the
first conclusive biochemical proof that ilv6 encodes
an eukaryotic AHAS regulatory subunit. The
conditions required for the reconstitution of subunits
are unusual. Optimum reconstitution of the subunits,
which is characterized by a 7- to 10-fold increase in
specific activity and the restoration of valine
sensitivity, occurs in 1 M potassium phosphate (which
can be partially replaced by sulfate) and at a pH of 7.0
to 7.5. All kinetic properties of the reconstituted
AHAS activity are comparable to those reported with
permeabilized yeast cells (Magee and de Robichon-
Szulmajster, 1968b). Under the low phosphate
conditions (50 to 100 mM) used to study bacterial
AHAS, no significant reconstitution is observed. The
yeast reconstitution conditions are very similar to
those reported by Kuwana and Date (1975) for the
stabilization of the valine-sensitive N. crassa AHAS.
Thus, phosphate is required for maintaining the
integrity of the quaternary structure of fungal AHAS.
High phosphate concentration is the major
determinant of reconstitution (Pang and Duggleby,
unpublished results) and may reflect the native
environment within the mitochondria where the
enzyme resides.

Valine inhibition of the reconstituted enzyme
can be reversed by another effector, ATP (Pang and
Duggleby, 1999). Using circular dichroism
spectroscopy, ATP has been shown to interact directly
with the yeast regulatory subunit alone (Pang and
Duggleby, unpublished results). This interaction is
magnesium dependent, and has a Kd value of
approximately 0.2 mM. Binding of valine to the yeast
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regulatory subunit has not yet been demonstrated
because this ligand does not affect its circular
dichroism spectrum, but it is assumed to interact
directly with this subunit. Hence in yeast, the
regulatory subunit of AHAS controls activity via
binding of both valine and ATP.

Yeast has only a single AHAS enzyme, and its
activity is valine-sensitive. Unlike wild-type E. coli
K-12 and higher plants, growth of yeast cells in
minimal medium is not inhibited by including high
concentrations of valine (Meuris, 1969). Thus, instead
of having multiple AHAS isozymes as in E. coli,
yeast may use ATP activation of AHAS to provide a
mechanism similar to that of having the valine-
insensitive isozyme AHAS II.

6.3 Plants
As with fungi, the plant AHAS genes that have been
cloned over the past decade correspond to the
catalytic subunits of the bacterial enzyme. These
genes encode a polypeptide with a molecular mass of
about 72 kDa, which is about 10 kDa larger than the
bacterial catalytic subunit. As expected, the extra 10
kDa is contributed by an N-terminal organelle-
targeting sequence. This transit sequence has been
shown in vitro to be cleaved upon translocation into
the chloroplast (Bascomb et al., 1987), and in vivo by
Western blotting with anti-AHAS antisera (Singh et
al., 1991; Bekkaoui et al., 1993). In the latter
experiments, the antisera cross-react with a 65 kDa
protein found in a wide variety of monocotyledonous
and dicotyledonous plants. In contrast, SDS-PAGE
analysis of the purified AHAS from barley (Durner
and Böger, 1988) and wheat (Southan and Copeland,
1996) revealed that the large subunits have molecular
masses of 57-58 kDa. The reason for the apparently
smaller molecular mass of the large subunit of the
purified enzyme is unknown, although it was argued
that for barley AHAS it is due to misidentification of
the appropriate band from the several that were seen
in SDS-PAGE (Singh et al., 1991).

From the few reports where a plant AHAS had
been purified from its native sources, the presence of
a regulatory subunit has not been demonstrated
conclusively. This is due mainly to the low yield of
the enzyme and the presence of multiple, and possibly
contaminating, protein bands when the preparation
was analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Durner and Böger
(1988) concluded that barley AHAS is composed of
one polypeptide only, while wheat AHAS may

contain a second subunit of 15 kDa (Southan and
Copeland, 1996). However, the possibili ty that the
latter is a contaminating protein cannot be ruled out
since the purified enzyme has a very low specific
activity (0.06 U/mg) and is almost completely
insensitive to the branched-chain amino acids.

The quaternary structure of the plant AHAS
varies with the experimental conditions. Separation of
purified barley AHAS by size exclusion
chromatography reveals two activity peaks proposed
to be a high molecular mass 440 kDa aggregate and a
smaller form of 200 kDa (Durner and Böger, 1988).
FAD was demonstrated to promote the association
into the high molecular mass aggregate, while
pyruvate counteracts the effect of FAD (Durner and
Böger, 1990). The presence the multiple forms of
barley AHAS is interpreted as different oligomeric
state of a basic AHAS unit rather than different
isozymes, as both forms exist in equili brium with
each other. The different AHAS forms are similar in
their kinetic properties as well as inhibition by
branched-chain amino acids and herbicides. AHAS
from corn also exhibits a similar aggregation pattern
(Stidham, 1991). Besides having what was called the
"tetramer" and "dimer" aggregation states, there is
also an additional "monomer" peak. The monomeric
AHAS differs from the higher aggregation states in
that its activity is valine insensitive, and only
appeared in aged plant extracts when the tetrameric
and dimeric AHAS peaks are mostly abolished. These
results were interpreted to mean that the branched-
chain amino acid binding site is formed by
oligomerization of the AHAS, but an alternative
explanation could involve the loss of the plant
regulatory subunits. As mentioned earlier, all the
close relatives of AHAS have their active site formed
by the interface between catalytic subunits so it
appears unlikely that AHAS could be active as a
monomer.

Several plant AHAS genes, corresponding to
the bacterial catalytic subunit genes, have been cloned
and over-expressed in E. coli (see Section 7.2).
Consistent with the results obtained with bacterial and
yeast catalytic subunits, these purified recombinant
plant enzymes have low (0.6-7.8 U/mg) AHAS
activity (Chang and Duggleby, 1997; Chang et al.
1997), are dimeric (Singh et al. 1992; Chang and
Duggleby, 1997), and valine-insensitive (Singh et al.
1992; Chang and Duggleby, 1997; Chang et al. 1997).
These results suggest some difference from the native
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enzymes, such as a missing regulatory subunit.
Supporting evidence for the existence of a plant
regulatory subunit has come from in vivo studies with
transgenic plants that were transformed with AHAS
catalytic subunit genes. Placing the genes under the
control of a strong promoter and using a high gene
dosage, the transgenes were highly expressed.
However the resultant massive increase in the mRNA
level produced relatively small increases in the
specific activity of AHAS, suggesting that some post-
translational modification might be limiting the
enzyme activity (Odell et al. 1990; Ouellet et al.
1994). In addition, the over-expression of the
introduced AHAS gene also confers resistance to
valine in the transgenic plants (Tourneur et al. 1993).
These observations may be explained by invoking a
missing regulatory subunit as the limiting factor in the
transgenic plants.

Consistent with the above analysis, a recent
paper reports the isolation of the first plant AHAS
regulatory subunit cDNA (Hershey et al., 1999). Like
the yeast regulatory subunit gene, the plant gene was
identified by the homology of the deduced amino acid
sequence with that of the bacterial regulatory subunit.
Like all reported plant catalytic subunits, the isolated
Nicotiana plumbaginifolia regulatory subunit cDNA
has a deduced N-terminal sequence that strongly
resembles a chloroplast transit peptide. Surprisingly,
the plant regulatory subunit is approximately twice as
large as most bacterial regulatory subunits. The reason
for this is that this plant subunit is composed of two
similar "domains" with each domain collinear with a
copy of the bacterial regulatory subunit. This N.
plumbaginifolia regulatory subunit was over-
expressed in E. coli and partially purified, and its
function tested by mixing with purified AHAS
catalytic subunits from either N. plumbaginifolia or A.
thaliana. The addition of the plant regulatory subunit
results in an increase in specific activity and stability
of the catalytic subunit. Unlike E. coli AHAS
isozymes, there is cross-reaction between subunits
from different plant species in that the N.
plumbaginifolia regulatory subunit stimulated the
activity of the A. thaliana catalytic subunit. However,
the enhanced activity is not sensitive to end-product
feedback regulation. This may suggest that the
conditions for the reconstitution of the plant enzyme
are not optimal or that some other factor is still
missing. We have observed cross-reconstitution
between the yeast regulatory subunit and the A.

thaliana catalytic subunit (Pang and Duggleby,
unpublished results). Regardless the phosphate
concentration used (0.05 or 1.0 M), mixing of these
highly purified subunits results in a 2- to 3-fold
increase in activity. The enhanced activity is valine-
sensitive but is not affected by ATP.

7. Purification

In order to conduct thorough and accurate enzyme
characterization, a large amount of relatively pure
AHAS is required. The enzyme can be obtained either
from its native source or by over-production in a
heterologous expression system. Purification from its
native source will be difficult if the enzyme
constitutes only a very small proportion of the total
protein and this is the case for plant AHAS. For
example, Haughn et al. (1988) report measurements
that correspond to a specific activity of 1.8 x 10-3

U/mg for AHAS in N. tabacum extracts while Chong
et al. (1999) obtained a specific activity for the
purified enzyme of 2.1 U/mg. On the basis of these
data, AHAS constitutes less than 0.1% of the total
protein. The low amounts of enzyme protein reflect
the low steady state levels of AHAS mRNA. In B.
napus, Ouellet et al. (1992) found values in the range
of 0.001-0.01% of the total mRNA for transcripts of
three of the genes in this plant. The difficulty of
enzyme purification is further exacerbated by the high
lability of the enzyme. As a result, AHAS has been
purified from very few plants. More success has been
achieved by over-expression in E. coli. However, this
strategy can only be applied if the structural gene(s)
of the AHAS have been cloned. A second potential
drawback is that the prokaryotic host cells might not
provide the correct machinery for any post-
translational modification and processing that might
occur in the native cells.

7.1 Natural sources
AHAS from bacteria, and particularly the E. coli
isozymes, are purified more easily than eukaryotic
AHAS. In E. coli, due to the presence of multiple
isozymes, mutant strains that have only one active
AHAS are usually used as the starting material.
Grimminger and Umbarger (1979) reported the
purification of AHAS I from such a mutant. A
relatively low yield of 8% was achieved after five
purification steps, even though a fairly high specific
activity (34 U/mg) was obtained. Such mutants are
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not required if the bacterial species have only one
AHAS (Arfin and Koziell , 1973; Proteau and Silver,
1991; Xing and Whitman, 1994), or the multiple
AHAS activities can be separated easily during
purification (Yang and Kim, 1993). Yields as high as
27% (Arfin and Koziell , 1973) or as low as 1% (Xing
and Whitman, 1994) have been reported, depending
on the complexity of purification and labili ty of the
enzyme. To simpli fy the purification and to improve
the yields, the level of AHAS can be raised by the
introduction of AHAS genes in high copy number
plasmids (Barak et al., 1988; Eoyang and Silverman,
1988) or under the control of a strong promoter (Hill
et al., 1997).

The use of conditions that limit enzyme
labili ty are also important. In this laboratory, we
routinely restrict exposure to light, which has proved
to be very successful. Although no detailed studies
have been performed, we believe that the prevention
of FAD-mediated photo-oxidation may be a crucial
factor.

Isolation of any eukaryotic AHAS from its
natural source is much more diff icult. In addition, the
kinetic properties of the enzyme are usually
noticeably changed during the course of purification.
No fungal AHAS has ever been purified from its
native source. Attempts to isolate the biosynthetic
enzyme from N. crassa led to a complete
desensitization to branched-chain amino acids and the
partially purified enzyme behaved differently to the
enzymatic activity in intact mitochondria (Glatzer et
al., 1972). Based on our current knowledge of the
enzyme, these changes are almost certainly due to the
dissociation of the regulatory subunit. Even though
the presence of high (1 M) potassium phosphate
concentrations were shown to stabili ze the enzyme
(Kuwana and Date, 1975), no follow-up purification
has been reported, probably due to the incompatibili ty
of these conditions with purification methods such as
ion-exchange chromatography.

AHAS has been purified from a few plants.
The level of AHAS activity varies considerably
among plant tissues and the best sources are
metabolically active or meristemic tissues. Generally,
the yield of the plant enzyme is low (1.5-11%) and the
final product has a low specific activity of 0.06-1.59
U/mg (Muhitch et al., 1987; Durner and Böger, 1988;
Southan and Copeland, 1996). Even though the
purified enzyme is still sensitive to feedback
inhibition, the inhibition is usually partial and easily

lost. Unless conditions for effective stabili zation can
be found, the purification of AHAS from plant tissues
is unlikely to progress.

7.2 Recombinant systems
E. coli is the most commonly used host cell for the
over-production of foreign proteins because it is
genetically and biochemically well -characterized, and
easily handled. The enterobacteria have been used
successfully to express AHAS from other bacteria
(Schloss et al., 1985; De Rossi et al., 1995), as well as
active wild-type and mutant AHAS from fungi and
plants (Poulsen and Stougaard, 1989; Smith et al.,
1989; Wiersma et al., 1990; Singh et al., 1992;
Bernasconi et al., 1995; Kim and Chang 1995; Ott et
al., 1996; Chang and Duggleby, 1997; Chang et al.,
1997; Dumas et al., 1997; Chang and Duggleby,
1998; Lee et al., 1999; Pang and Duggleby, 1999). In
contrast to the bacterial AHAS, most eukaryotic
enzymes have an N-terminal extension of 60 to 90
residues that functions in vivo as an organelle transit
peptide. In most cases, the removal of part or all of
the transit peptide sequence is crucial for the
expressed enzyme to remain in solution and be
functional. Full -length eukaryotic AHAS genes that
have been cloned and expressed in E. coli were
observed to be processed into proteins of molecular
masses similar to those of mature AHAS in plants,
and active enzyme translocated to the periplasmic
space (Smith et al., 1989; Singh et al., 1992; Chang
and Duggleby, 1997). The specificity and
requirements for such processing of the foreign
protein in E. coli are unknown.

The recombinant AHAS gene is very often
constructed so as to generate a fusion protein. The
fusion partners that are commonly used are the
glutathione S-transferase (GST) domain and the
hexahistidine (6XHis) tag, usually introduced at the
N-terminus. The usefulness of these fusion partners is
to greatly improve the recovery of the highly unstable
AHAS activity since purified protein usually can be
obtained in a single chromatographic step. These GST
and 6XHis tags can be removed if appropriate
protease sites are available, but their presence has
been shown not to alter the enzymatic activity (Chang
et al., 1997; Hill et al., 1997). In addition, the
catalytic and regulatory subunits of bacterial, yeast
and plant AHAS have been expressed independently
from each other in E. coli (Vyazmensky et al., 1996;
Hill et al., 1997; Pang and Duggleby, 1999; Hershey
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et al., 1999). Mixing of the purified subunits under the
right conditions results in reconstitution of the intact
enzyme. This allows the separate characterization of
individual subunits.

8. Herbicidal inhibitors of AHAS

In the mid-1970's DuPont scientists discovered that
various sulfonylurea derivatives are potent herbicides
(Levitt, 1978) and since then many hundreds of such
compounds have been identified. However, it was a
further six years the action of these compounds was
shown to be due to inhibition of AHAS in both
bacteria (LaRossa and Schloss, 1984) and plants
(Chaleff and Mauvais, 1984). In an interesting
coincidence, at about the same time American
Cyanamid developed the unrelated imidazolinone
series of herbicides, which also act by inhibiting
AHAS (Shaner et al., 1984). Armed with the
knowledge that AHAS inhibitors will act as
herbicides, several other chemically unrelated
compounds have been developed subsequently.

8.1 Structures and activity of herbicides
8.1.1 Sulfonylureas
The basic structure of the sulfonylurea herbicides is
X-SO2-NH-CO-NH-Y, where X is usually a
substituted phenyl group and Y is a substituted
pyrimidine or triazine ring. Some representative
examples of the sulfonylurea herbicides are shown in
Fig. 12 and Brown and Kearney (1991) give a more
extensive group. It can be a source of confusion that a
second group of bioactive compounds, also known as
sulfonylureas, are used as anti-diabetic drugs. A
typical example is carbutamide (X = 4-aminophenyl;
Y = n-butyl). However, there does not seem to be any
cross-reactivity between the two groups of
sulfonylureas in that the anti-diabetics are not
herbicides while the herbicides have no anti-diabetic
activity.

The biological activity of the sulfonylurea
herbicides is extremely high with typical field
application rates of 10 to 100 g per hectare. This high
potency is reflected in their in vitro effects on AHAS
that usually requires concentrations in the nM range
for inhibition. In marked contrast, their toxicity to
animals is extremely low with very high LD50 values
(e.g. chlorsulfuron in rats; approx. 6 g per kg body
weight). This combination of high potency against

plants and low toxicity to animals makes these
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Fig. 12. Structures of several sulfonylurea herbicides.

compounds very effective and safe herbicides.
Moreover, they are rapidly degraded in soil by a
combination of non-enzymatic hydrolysis and
microbial degradation (see Brown and Kearney,
1991).

Many of the sulfonylureas that are used
commercially show substantial crop selectivity. For
example, wheat is resistant to chlorsulfuron while
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soybeans are resistant to chlorimuron ethyl. This
natural resistance is not due to any difference in
AHAS, which is equally susceptible to inhibition in
both sensitive and resistant plants (Ray, 1986).
Instead, different plant species vary in their ability to
convert different herbicides to non-toxic derivatives.
These detoxification mechanisms involve a variety of
hydroxylation, conjugation, hydrolytic and cleavage
reactions; the proposed routes of detoxification of
chlorsulfuron in wheat and some resistant weeds are
illustrated in Fig. 13 (adapted from Brown, 1990). In
addition to these pre-existing resistance mechanisms,
sulfonylurea-insensitive variants of AHAS have been
identified in a number of crops and weeds. These
AHAS mutants are discussed in Section 8.3.
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and in chlorsulfuron-resistant weeds (right). After an initial
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modified herbicide is glucosylated at the newly-introduced
hydroxyl group to form derivatives that are unable to inhibit
AHAS. Adapted from Brown (1990).

8.1.2 Imidazolinones
The imidazolinone family of herbicides consists of a
4-isopropyl-4-methyl-5-oxo-2-imidazolin-2-yl nucleus
linked at the 2-position to an aromatic (and usually
heterocyclic) ring system. Typical members of this
family are shown in Fig. 14.

Application rates are typically in the range 100
to 1000 g per hectare making the imidazolinones
approximately 10-fold less potent than the
sulfonylureas. This difference is not entirely

explicable in the difference in sensitivity of AHAS,
for which imidazolinone inhibition usually requires
concentrations in the µM range. Presumably the
effectiveness of the imidazolinones in the field results
from a combination of facile uptake, low metabolism,
and soil persistence. Their toxicity to animals is
similar to that of the sulfonylureas.

Fig. 14. Structures of typical imidazolinone herbicides.

As with the sulfonylureas, certain plants show
natural resistance due to their ability to metabolize the
herbicides to non-toxic derivatives. Superimposed on
this pre-existing resistance, imidazolinone-insensitive
variants of AHAS have been identified and these
AHAS mutants will be discussed in Section 8.3.

It has been suggested that the imidazolinones
were designed to resemble branched-chain amino
acids and to act by binding at the feedback-regulatory
site for these ligands. While there is a superficial
resemblance between the common nucleus of the
imidazolinones and valine, there are several lines of
evidence which suggest that these compounds inhibit
by binding at separate locations. First, the herbicidal
activity of the imidazolinones was discovered before
AHAS was identified as their site of action. Thus it is
not obvious to us how a similarity to valine could
have been part of the design strategy. Second, there
does not seem to be a strict correlation between
inhibition by herbicides and by branched-chain amino
acids in certain AHAS mutants. For example,
Landstein et al. (1993) showed that a Chlorella
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emersonii AHAS mutant is resistant to imazapyr
while its sensitivity to valine and leucine is
unaffected. In contrast, Subramanian et al. (1991)
showed that herbicide-resistant mutants of several
plants were also resistant to valine. Third, it has been
shown that the catalytic subunit of A. thaliana (Chang
and Duggleby, 1997) and yeast AHAS (Pang and
Duggleby, 1999; Pang and Duggleby, unpublished),
and intact E. coli AHAS II (Hill et al., 1997), are
totally unaffected by branched-chain amino acids but
all are inhibited by herbicides. Thus, the weight of
evidence indicates that any similarity in structure
between imidazolinones and valine may be no more
than coincidental.

8.1.3 Other inhibitors
Spurred by the success of the sulfonylureas and
imidazolinones as safe and effective herbicides, many
groups have synthesized new AHAS inhibitors and a
selection of such compounds is shown in Fig. 15.

In the triazolopyrimidine sulfoanilides
(Kleschick et al., 1990) electron-withdrawing
substituents, such as NO2, CF3, F or Cl, at the R1 and
R2 positions result in more active compound than
electron-donating groups. Higher levels of AHAS
inhibition are observed with alkyl (e.g. methyl) or
alkoxy (e.g. methoxy) substituents at the R3 and R5

positions than with halo or haloalkyl groups. One
such compound (flumetsulam; R1 = R2 = F, R3 = R4 =
H, R5 = CH3) has been reported to give 50%
inhibition of AHAS at about 30 nM (Namgoong et al.,
1999). Recently, a new group of triazolopyrimidine
sulfoanilides have been synthesized in which the
aromatic ring is replaced by a quinoline derivative
(Namgoong et al., 1999); the example shown in Fig.
15 inhibits AHAS in the low nM concentration range.

The pyrimidyl oxybenzoates generally have a
carboxylate or aldehyde moiety as the Y substituent,
while the group at the Z position can be an alkyl,
alkoxy, or halo group. The bridging atom X is an
oxygen in the true pyrimidyl oxybenzoates although it
can be replaced by a sulfur atom as in the pyrimidyl
thiobenzoate herbicide pyrithiobac (Y = COOH; Z =
Cl) that is a very potent inhibitor of maize AHAS
(Wright and Penner, 1998).

N-Phthalylvaline anilide and sulfonylcarbox-
amide were each designed, as analogs of branched-
chain amino acids, to inhibit by binding to the
regulatory site (Huppatz and Casida, 1985; Stidham,

Fig. 15. Structures of various AHAS inhibitors.

1991). There has been little published work on the
inhibitory properties of these compounds.

McFadden et al. (1993) synthesized the
vinylogous sulfonylureas as variations on the normal
sulfonylureas. In active compounds, R1 may be an
ethyl or propyl ester of a carboxyl group, or a cyano
group, while R2 and R3 are usually methyl or methoxy
substituents. The heterocyclic ring can be either a
pyrimidine (Z = CH) or a triazine (Z = N) as in the
normal sulfonylureas.

In addition to these synthetic compounds,
natural sources have been explored to find possible
AHAS inhibitors. One compound found in this way is
gliotoxin (Fig. 16), a metabolite of the fungus
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Aspergillus flavus (Haraguchi et al., 1992; Haraguchi
et al., 1996). It is an inhibitor of plant growth and of
AHAS activity at similar concentrations (µM)
suggesting a connection between the two effects.

Fig. 16. Structure of the AHAS inhibitor, gliotoxin.

8.1.4 Summary
It will be evident that a wide variety of compounds
can inhibit AHAS. Although there are some
superficial similarities between the various families of
inhibitor, any shared structural elements are also
found in a vast range of compounds that do not inhibit
AHAS. One interpretation of these facts is that there
are distinct, but perhaps overlapping, sites on the
enzyme that binds these inhibitors. The structure and
nature of the inhibitor binding site(s) is discussed in
Section 8.4.

8.2 Mechanism and kinetics of herbicide action
The AHAS-inhibiting herbicides interfere with the
growth of both microorganisms and higher plants.
Death of plants can take several weeks, with the
meristemic tissues dying first followed by slow
necrosis of the mature tissues. The physiological
changes that follow the application of the herbicide
include the accumulation of the cytotoxic AHAS
substrate 2-ketobutyrate or derivatives (LaRossa et
al., 1987; Rhodes et al., 1987), amino acid content
imbalance (Höfgen et al., 1995), inhibition of DNA
synthesis (Stidham, 1991) and cell division, and
reduction of assimilate translocation (Kim and
Vanden Born, 1996). The direct cause(s) for the
herbicide-induced growth stasis is not understood, but
it is not solely due to the accumulation of 2-
ketobutyrate (Shaner and Singh, 1993; Höfgen et al.,
1995; Epelbaum et al., 1996). The effects of the
herbicides can be reversed by supplementation with
the branched-chain amino acids (Chaleff and
Mauvais, 1984; LaRossa and Schloss, 1984; Ray,
1984).

Fig. 17. Time-dependent inhibition of AHAS. After an initial,
and relatively weak inhibition, the rate of catalysis becomes
progressively slower in the presence of sulfonylureas
(chlorsulfuron, Panel A) or imidazolinones (imazapyr, Panel B).
The reaction is followed by measuring the consumption of
pyruvate at 333 nm (see Section 5.1). The curves are for A.
thaliana AHAS and are redrawn from Chang and Duggleby
(1997).

The inhibition of AHAS is complex and not
well understood. Out of the three enterobacterial
isozymes, AHAS II is the most sensitive to the
inhibition of herbicides (LaRossa and Schloss, 1984).
However, this isozyme is less sensitive than the plant
enzymes. Both reactions catalyzed by the enzyme are
inhibited equally (Delfourne et al., 1994). In general,
the sulfonylureas are better inhibitors (apparent Ki

values in the nM to µM range) than the
imidazolinones (apparent Ki values in the µM to mM
range). Inhibition of the AHAS reaction is a time-
dependent, biphasic process with an initial weak
inhibition followed by a slow transition into a final
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steady-state where the inhibition is more potent
(LaRossa and Schloss, 1984; Ray, 1984; Muhitch et
al., 1987; Chang and Duggleby, 1997). Typical results
are shown in Fig. 17 for the inhibition of A. thaliana
AHAS by a sulfonylurea (chlorsulfuron) and an
imidazolinone (imazapyr). The initial amount of
inhibition, the final inhibition and the rate constant for
the transition are all dependent on the concentration of
the inhibitor. Since many of studies of AHAS
inhibition employ the discontinuous assay method
(Section 5.1) with a long incubation time (30 min to 2
hours) the results obtained may not be reliable
because true rates are not measured. Due to the
complex nature of the inhibition, it is preferable to
follow the reaction continuously and, where this has
been done, most inhibition studies have concentrated
only on the initial weaker inhibition. In addition to the
slow biphasic inhibition, inhibition by some
sulfonylureas is also complicated by tight-binding
effects because the concentrations of inhibitor added
to reaction are comparable to that of the enzyme (Hill
et al., 1997; Chang and Duggleby, 1997). As a result,
the concentration of free inhibitor will be less than the
total amount added (Szedlacsek and Duggleby, 1995).

Sulfonylureas have been reported to act as
non-competitive (Durner et al., 1991; Hill et al.,
1997) and nearly competitive (Schloss, 1984; Schloss,
1990; Ahan et al., 1992) inhibitors with respective to
the substrate pyruvate. The aff inity of the enzyme for
the herbicides increases under turnover conditions
(Schloss et al., 1988). In contrast, imidazolinones
herbicides have been reported as non-competitive
(Schloss et al., 1988; Ahan et al., 1992) and
uncompetitive inhibitors (Shaner et al., 1984; Durner
et al., 1991; Chang and Duggleby, 1997). The
inconsistencies between these results may have arisen
from the differences in the enzyme assay methods and
the analysis of the results. The variations in the
kinetics of inhibition and structural diversity among
the different classes of herbicides favor the conclusion
that these inhibitors bind to distinct sites on the
enzyme. However competition studies have shown
that their binding to the enzyme is mutually exclusive
(Schloss et al., 1988; Shaner et al., 1990; Durner et
al., 1991; Landstein et al., 1993). In addition, mutant
enzymes that are resistant to one class of herbicides
are often cross-resistant to other herbicide classes. On
the other hand, mutations that affect the binding of
only one class of herbicides have also been isolated
(see Section 8.3). These results imply that the

structurally diverse classes of AHAS inhibitors bind
to different, but overlapping sites.

The interpretations of the inhibition kinetics
are based on models in which the inhibition by the
herbicides is reversible. Using gel filt ration and
equili brium dialysis, it has been reported that the
binding is reversible and the bound inhibitors can be
completely, albeit slowly, separated from the enzyme
(LaRossa and Schloss, 1984; Muhitch et al., 1987;
Schloss et al., 1988; Durner et al., 1991). However,
the recovery of enzymatic activity after inhibitor
removal is variable. Almost complete reversal of
inhibition on removal of the inhibitor by desalting,
dilution or ammonium sulfate precipitation was
observed in some cases (LaRossa and Schloss, 1984;
Ortéga et al., 1996; Southan and Copeland, 1996;
Ortéga and Bastide, 1997). In others, irreversible
inactivation of the enzyme by both sulfonylureas and
imidazolinones has been reported, even though all of
the herbicide has been removed (Muhitch et al., 1987;
Durner et al., 1991; Ortéga et al., 1996). Similar
irreversible inactivation has also been observed in
vivo with imidazolinones herbicides where the amount
of extractable AHAS activity is drastically reduced on
incubation of the plant tissues or cells with the
herbicide prior to isolation (Muhitch et al., 1987;
Stidham and Shaner, 1990). The level of inhibition is
dependent on the time of incubation and the amount
of herbicide. This irreversible lost of the extractable
AHAS activity can be prevented by the sulfonylurea
sulfometuron methyl (Shaner et al., 1990), and is not
due to specific degradation of the enzyme containing
bound herbicide (Shaner and Singh, 1991).

The irreversible inactivation of AHAS by
herbicides has been explained by the oxygenase side-
reaction of the enzyme (Schloss, 1994). The binding
of the herbicide to the enamine form of the
hydroxyethyl-ThDP enzyme intermediate stabili zes
the complex in an oxygen-sensitive state and retards
the release of a peroxide product. Thus, with time, the
retention of the peroxide leads to oxidative
inactivation of the enzyme. However this explanation
does not account for the observations of Ortéga et al.
(1996). Barley AHAS and E. coli AHAS II inhibited
by the sulfonylurea thifensulfuron methyl is
apparently permanently inactivated if the inhibitor is
removed by gel filt ration or by dilution. However, if
the inhibitor is removed by precipitation by
ammonium sulfate, it leads to a full recovery of
activity for the bacterial enzyme but not for the barley
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enzyme. In addition, the inactivation is observed only
if the enzyme is incubated in the presence of ThDP
and Mg2+ regardless of whether pyruvate is added.

One way to rationalize these observations is to
invoke dissociation of the regulatory subunit of
AHAS II from its catalytic subunit. It is known that
the bacterial and yeast AHAS require the regulatory
subunit for the enzymes to exhibit high activity (see
Section 6). Thus, the interaction of the subunits
stabili zes the active site to ensure high turnover rate
of the intact enzyme. It has been shown indirectly that
the herbicidal inhibitors bind close to the active site
and their binding to the enzyme might destabili ze
subunit interactions leading to regulatory subunit
dissociation. Reconstitution of the bacterial subunits
is dependent on the subunit concentrations (Sella et
al., 1993; Hill et al., 1997). High subunit
concentrations and/or an excess of the regulatory
subunit are required for reconstitution to occur. Thus,
this might be the reason why the removal of inhibitor
by ammonium sulfate precipitation, which is a
concentrating process, but not gel filt ration and
dilution leads to the recovery of the bacterial AHAS II
activity. The failure to reactivate the barley enzyme
might be due to the inherent instabili ty of the plant
enzyme. In addition, this phenomenon might also
resolve another issue. It is known that the herbicidal
inhibitors act by binding to the catalytic subunit,
while the allosteric inhibitor valine interacts with the
regulatory subunit (Vyazmensky et al., 1996).
However, competition studies suggest that the binding
of both inhibitors to AHAS is mutually exclusive
(Subramanian et al., 1991; Landstein et al., 1993).
The herbicide-induced AHAS regulatory subunit
dissociation might explain this observation, as well as
the observed stronger final steady-state inhibition.

8.3 Herbicide-resistance mutations
As mentioned in the above Sections, the herbicidal
inhibitors of AHAS do not act as analogs of the
substrates or of cofactors, and the mechanism of
inhibition is complex. Mutations resulting in
resistance have been isolated and in some cases
characterized genetically, biochemically, or both. In
most reported cases, the resistance is due to a
dominant or semi-dominant mutation in the catalytic
subunit gene of AHAS. In contrast to the complexity
of the inhibition mechanism, the molecular basis for
most of the characterized herbicide resistance is due
to a single amino acid change from the wild-type

enzyme sequence. These changes result in an AHAS
activity that is less sensitive to herbicide inhibition.
Some recessive mutations have also been documented
but the mechanism has not been identified and some
might be caused by an alteration in the permeabilit y
of the mutant cells to the toxic herbicides (Falco and
Dumas, 1985).

Baker’s yeast was one of the first, and remains
the most extensively characterized, model organism
for studies of AHAS mutation. Spontaneous yeast
resistant mutants were isolated by their abilit y to grow
on minimal medium containing normally lethal
concentrations of sulfometuron methyl, a sulfonylurea
(Falco and Dumas, 1985). Out of 41 independent
mutant yeast catalytic subunit genes isolated, 24
different amino acids substitutions occurring at ten
different sites along the protein sequence were
identified (Falco et al., 1989; Mazur and Falco, 1989).
These ten mutation sites are scattered throughout the
whole sequence of the gene, and are at positions that
are highly conserved amongst known natural
herbicide-sensitive AHAS enzymes. The mutation
sites were further characterized for other possible
substitutions by site-directed mutagenesis. The results
revealed that the residue at some sites could be
replaced by a wide variety of amino acids to yield a
herbicide-resistant enzyme, while others are limited to
certain substitutions (Table 4).

Herbicide-resistant mutations from plants and
bacteria have also been obtained by induced or
spontaneous mutation under laboratory or field
conditions, and by deliberate mutations based on
structural models of AHAS (Table 4). Most of these
mutations correspond to one of the ten mutation sites
in yeast AHAS. The most commonly encountered
natural mutations involve the residues A122, P197,
W574 and S653 (A. thaliana AHAS numbering).
Below is a summary of what is known about these
mutations.

It is worth mentioning that the definition of
herbicide resistance is extremely vague and no exact
dividing line can be drawn between what might be
described as reduced herbicide sensitivity and true
resistance. No doubt the problem of definition is
further complicated by the diff iculty of comparing
systems that may range from in vitro activity assays
of pure enzymes to field measurements on whole
plants. Overall , it appears that in vivo selection using
normally toxic amounts of a herbicide is capable of
isolating mutants that, when AHAS is studied in vitro,



Table 4. Mutations in AHAS that confer herbicide resistance a


Species Mutations E. coli II Resistance References

Yeast G116[NS] G25 SU b
Yeast A117X A26 SU b, c
E. coli A26V A26 SU c, d
A. thaliana A122V A26 IM e
Cocklebur A100T A26 IM f
A. thaliana M124[EI] M28 SU, IM g
E. coli V99M V99 SU d
A. thaliana P197S S100 SU, TP h, i
Yeast P192[AELQRSVWY] S100 SU b, j
Tobacco P196[QS] S100 SU, IM k, l
A. thaliana R199[AE] P102 IM g
Yeast A200[CDERTVWY] A108 SU b
E. coli A108V A108 SU d
Yeast K251[DENPT] K159 SU b
Yeast M354[CKV] M250 SU b
Yeast D379[EGNPSVW] D275 SU b
E. coli M460[AN] M460 SU m
Yeast V583[ACNY] V461 SU b
Yeast W586X W464 SU b
E. coli W464[AFLQY] W464 SU m
A. thaliana W574[LS] W464 SU, IM e
Oilseed rape W557L W464 SU, IM, TP n
Tobacco W573L W464 SU l
Cocklebur W552L W464 SU, IM, TP, PB f
Cotton W563[CS] W464 SU, IM o
Yeast F590[CGLNR] F468 SU b
A. thaliana S653[FNT] P536 IM, PB e, h, p, q, r

Footnotes to Table 4
a. X in the second column indicates that almost any substitution gives rise to herbicide resistant; where several substitutions are

effective, these are listed in square brackets. The third column shown the equivalent residue in the E. coli AHAS II sequence.
Where resistance to a particular group of herbicides is not shown, this may mean either that there is no resistance or, more
commonly, that resistance has not been determined. The abbreviations to the herbicide families are: IM, imidazolinone; PB,
pyrimidyl oxybenzoates; SU, sulfonylurea; TP, triazolopyrimidine sulfoanilide.

b. Falco et al., 1989 c. Yadav et al., 1986 d. Hill and Duggleby, 1998
e. Chang and Duggleby, 1998 f. Bernasconi et al., 1995 g. Ott et al., 1996
h. Haughn et al., 1988 i. Mourad and King, 1992 j. Xie and Jiménez, 1996
k. Harms et al., 1992 l. Lee et al., 1988 m. Ibdah et al., 1996
n. Hattori et al., 1995 o. Rajasekaran et al., 1996 p. Hattori et al., 1992
q. Sathasivan et al., 1991 r. Lee et al., 1999

can have reductions in herbicide sensitivity of as littl e
as 4- to 5-fold. However, mutant enzymes that are
10,000-fold more resistant than wild-type have also
been found in this way. There are many factors
operating in a whole organism that can result in a
continuum of responses to applied herbicides, and

only one of these factors is the intrinsic sensitivity of
AHAS to inhibition. We offer no prescription of what
is and is not herbicide resistance but caution the
reader that it can mean different things to different
authors and in different contexts.
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8.3.1 A122
The A122 mutation was first identified in E. coli
(A26V of AHAS II, Yadav et al., 1986) and yeast
(A117[DPTV], Falco et al., 1989) as spontaneous
mutants that grow in the presence of a sulfonylurea.
Site-directed mutagenesis studies with the yeast
enzyme showed that this residue can be replaced by
almost any amino acid and still yield active herbicide-
resistant enzymes. Enzymatic studies with the E. coli
A26V mutant in crude cell extracts revealed that the
mutation causes a 75% reduction in specific activity
and a slight resistance (4-fold) to sulfometuron methyl
compared to the wild-type activity (Yadav et al.,
1986).

The same mutation has also been isolated by
hydroxylamine-induced random mutagenesis of the E.
coli AHAS II catalytic subunit gene. AHAS-deficient
E. coli cells transformed with a plasmid carrying this
mutation have the ability to grow in the presence of
sulfonylurea chlorimuron ethyl (Hill and Duggleby,
1998). This mutation has been studied in detail with
the availability of the highly purified mutant enzyme.
It has only half of the activity of the wild-type
enzyme, and a 15-fold reduction in the affinity for the
ThDP cofactor. No major effect on the affinity for
pyruvate or the other cofactors was observed. In
addition, this single mutation does not seem to affect
subunit association, as revealed by SDS-PAGE of the
purified protein. The mutation confers only weak
resistance to different sulfonylureas (6- to 20-fold),
and does not result in cross-resistance to
imidazolinones. These kinetic results with the purified
mutant AHAS II are consistent with the observations
obtained with E. coli mutant crude extracts.

A mutation (A100T) at the equivalent site of
cocklebur AHAS has also been identified in a
herbicide-resistant field isolate (Bernasconi et al.,
1995). In contrast to the E. coli mutant, growth of this
mutant plant and its AHAS activity are resistant to
imidazolinones (> 7.4-fold). An identical mutation is
also found in the commercial mutant corn ICI 8532
IT. Enzymatic studies with partially purified mutant
enzyme show a normal Km value for pyruvate and
unchanged leucine sensitivity.

A similar mutation at the corresponding
position (A122V) of A. thaliana AHAS has also been
studied extensively with highly purified recombinant
enzyme (Chang and Duggleby, 1998). The purified A.
thaliana A122V mutant enzyme, compared to the
wild-type AHAS catalytic subunit, is less stable, has a

4-fold reduction in specific activity, an unaffected Km

value, and shows reduced affinities (5- to 20-fold) for
all three cofactors. Mutation also results in 1000-fold
resistance to imidazolinones with only weak
resistance to sulfonylureas (up to 4-fold). The weak
resistance to sulfonylureas is similar to that observed
with the equivalent E. coli AHAS II mutant.
However, as mentioned earlier the latter does not
show resistance to the imidazolinones. This is not too
surprising as the bacterial enzyme is naturally more
resistant to the imidazolinones (with Ki values in the
mM range) than the eukaryotic enzymes.

It should be pointed out here that all studies to
date of plant AHAS mutants using recombinant
systems have been performed on the catalytic subunit
only. It is only recently that a plant AHAS small
subunit has been discovered (Hershey et al., 1999)
and the influence of plant small subunits in
modulating the effects of herbicide-resistance
mutations are yet to be determined.

8.3.2 P197
One of the more commonly described mutation sites
leading to herbicide resistance is P197. In the yeast
enzyme, this residue can be replaced by at least nine
other amino acids (Table 4). This well-known
mutation site has been used in transgenic plant
studies, but thorough characterization of the purified
mutant enzyme has never been reported and
enzymatic studies have been conducted with crude
extracts only. AHAS activity of the yeast (P192S,
Yadav et al., 1986), A. thaliana (P197S, Haughn and
Somerville, 1986; Mourad et al., 1995) and tobacco
(P196Q and P196A of the SuRA and SuRB loci,
respectively, Lee et al., 1988; Creason and Chaleff,
1988) mutants show unaltered specific activity and
affinity for pyruvate. The mutation results in 100- to
1000-fold resistance to sulfonylureas and
triazolopyrimidines, but confers no significant
resistance to imidazolinones or pyrimidyl
oxybenzoates (Haughn and Somerville, 1986; Haughn
et al., 1988; Mourad and King, 1992). Similar degrees
of resistance to the different classes of herbicide are
observed in callus growth of the mutant and at the
whole plant level. It has also been reported that
substitution of this proline residue with serine slightly
desensitizes the enzyme to branched-chain amino acid
inhibition (Yadav et al., 1986; Mourad et al., 1995).
The involvement of this site in herbicide resistance is
further supported by results with E. coli AHAS II.
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AHAS II naturally contains a serine (S100) at this
position, and mutation to a proline increases herbicide
sensitivity (Mazur and Falco, 1989; Lee and
Duggleby, 2000). Enhanced sulfonylurea resistance
and cross-resistance to imidazolinones and pyrimidyl
oxybenzoates can be achieved by the combination of
this mutation with mutations at other sites (see below;
Lee et al., 1988; Creason and Chaleff, 1988; Hattori et
al., 1992). Similar results are obtained by increasing
the mutant gene expression through gene
amplification (Harms et al., 1992) or by over-
expressing the gene using a strong (CaMV 35S)
promoter (Odell et al., 1990; Tourneur et al., 1993).

8.3.3 W574
Until recently, W574 was the only single site
mutation reported to confer resistance to multiple
herbicides including sulfonylureas, imidazolinones
and triazolopyrimidines (Hattori et al., 1995). In
yeast, this residue (W586) can be substituted by
almost any amino acid (Falco et al., 1989). However,
Bernasconi et al. (1995), using the recombinant
cocklebur GST-AHAS fusion protein expressed in E.
coli, reported that replacement with leucine is the only
mutation that results in active enzyme. This residue is
highly conserved in all known AHAS sequences
except the herbicide-resistant isozyme I of E. coli,
which has a glutamine at this position. Conversion of
this glutamine residue in AHAS I to a tryptophan
results in increased sensitivity to herbicides (Mazur
and Falco, 1989). In addition, as mentioned earlier
(Section 5.2), this residue is also implicated in the
recognition of the second substrate 2-ketobutyrate in
preference to pyruvate (Ibdah et al., 1996). Alteration
of this tryptophan residue in E. coli AHAS II by site-
directed mutagenesis to other amino acids results in
sulfonylurea-resistant mutant enzymes that have
lower specificity (by an order of magnitude) for 2-
ketobutyrate.

Initially, this mutation was isolated together
with the P196A mutation in the tobacco SuRB locus
(Lee et al., 1988; Creason and Chaleff, 1988). As
mentioned previously, mutation at this tryptophan
residue is thought to lead to cross-resistance to
different classes of herbicides, unlike the P196
mutation alone. Spontaneous mutants of W574 alone
have been reported in AHAS of B. napus (W557L of
AHAS 3, Ouellet et al., 1994; Hattori et al., 1995),
cocklebur (W552L, Bernasconi et al., 1995) and
cotton (W563C and W563S of the A5 and A19 gene

products respectively, Rajasekaran et al., 1996).
Using crude plant extracts, these mutations were
shown to result in AHAS activity with enhanced
resistance (10- to 10,000-fold) to the different classes
of herbicides. Similar levels of resistance are also
observed in plant growth. Furthermore, it was
observed that different substitutions at this residue
cause different herbicide-resistance phenotypes in
cotton (Rajasekaran et al., 1996). The W563C
mutation results in AHAS activity and callus growth
that are about 8-fold more resistant to primsulfuron
than the W563S substitution. The mutation of this
tryptophan residue to leucine does not seem to affect
the apparent sensitivity of AHAS to branched-chain
amino acid inhibition (Hattori et al., 1995; Bernasconi
et al., 1995). Using highly purified A. thaliana AHAS
catalytic subunit, it was shown that different
mutations at this site result in enzymes with different
levels of herbicide resistance as well as varying
kinetic properties (Chang and Duggleby, 1998). The
W574 residue of the A. thaliana AHAS was mutated
to either a serine or leucine. The W574S mutant is
characterized as having only 50% of the wild-type
activity and 2-fold reduction in the affinity for
pyruvate. On the other hand, the W574L mutant has a
specific activity double that of the wild-type but a 5-
fold increase in the Km value for pyruvate. Both
mutants also differ in their resistance to sulfonylurea
and imidazolinone herbicides. In general, the W574S
mutation results in an enzyme that is more resistant to
herbicides and especially the imidazolinones.
Differences in kinetic properties and herbicide
sensitivity are also observed in mutants of E. coli
AHAS II (Ibdah et al., 1996).

8.3.4 S653
A mutation at S653 was first discovered by Hattori et
al. (1992) in imidazolinone-resistant A. thaliana
(Haughn and Somerville, 1990). This residue is not
totally conserved across species; it is a serine residue
in most wild-type plant AHAS but an alanine in the
cocklebur enzyme, glycine in the yeast enzyme and in
E. coli AHAS III, and a proline in E. coli AHAS I and
II (Sathasivan et al., 1991; Bernasconi et al., 1995). In
addition to resistance to imidazolinones, mutation at
this site is characterized by cross-resistance to
pyrimidyl oxybenzoates but not to sulfonylureas and
triazolopyrimidines (Sathasivan et al., 1991; Mourad
and King, 1992). Both the growth and AHAS activity
of the A. thaliana S653N mutant is 100- to 1000-fold
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resistant to imidazolinones and pyrimidyl
oxybenzoates. This residue was not reported as one of
the ten resistance sites in yeast AHAS (Falco et al.,
1989). This is not surprising as the latter mutations
were selected by their resistance to a sulfonylurea.

This mutation has been studied in detail using
highly purified mutant A. thaliana catalytic subunit
(Chang and Duggleby, 1998; Lee et al., 1999). The
serine residue was mutated to different amino acids
with varying size ranging from alanine to
phenylalanine. All the purified mutant enzymes
resemble the wild-type enzyme in terms of their
kinetic properties. Herbicide inhibition studies
suggested that the β-hydroxyl group of the wild-type
serine is not required for imidazolinone binding, and
the size of the amino acid side chain at this position
determines resistance. The alanine mutant remains
sensitive to sulfonylureas and imidazolinones, while
S653T, S653N and S653F mutations result in
enzymes with 100-fold or more resistance to
imidazolinones and the last mutant also shows weak
resistance (5- to10-fold) to sulfonylureas. Chimeric A.
thaliana genes containing both the P197S and S653N
mutations have also been constructed (Hattori et al.,
1992; Mourad et al., 1994). The double mutant shows
cross resistance to four classes of herbicides
mentioned in Table 4. While each mutation by itself
has little or no effect on branched-chain amino acid
sensitivity, the chimeric mutant shows a reduction in
the end-product inhibition, demonstrated in both
AHAS activity assays of crude extracts and in plant
growth (Mourad et al., 1995).

8.4 Herbicide-binding site
The structure and natural function of the herbicide-
binding site of AHAS is still largely a mystery.
Residues that, when mutated, result in herbicide-
resistance are highly conserved in almost all wild-type
enzymes, but none of them appear to be involved in
the catalytic mechanism or regulation of AHAS. The
site where herbicides bind is capable of binding a
wide variety of compounds of unrelated structure,
resulting in inhibition of the enzymatic reaction. One
explanation for the presence of such a site is that first
proposed by Schloss et al. (1988) based on the
similarities between AHAS and POX. As discussed
earlier (Section 5.3.1), this is also a ThDP-dependent
enzyme, it has a primary sequence which shows
significant homology (25-30%) to that of AHAS
(Chang and Cronan, 1988), and the first step in the

reaction of both enzymes (decarboxylation of
pyruvate) is the same. Unlike AHAS, POX requires as
an additional substrate ubiquinone-40 (Q8), which acts
as an electron acceptor. The herbicide-binding site of
AHAS was thus proposed to be an evolutionary
vestige of the quinone-binding site. Experimental data
supporting this notion include the observation that the
ubiquinone homologs Q0 and Q1 are fairly good
inhibitors of E. coli AHAS II (Ki in low mM range),
and these compounds compete with sulfonylurea and
imidazolinone herbicides for binding to the enzyme.
This evolutionary relationship between the two
enzymes also provides an explanation for the FAD
requirement in the non-redox reaction catalyzed by
AHAS.

Due to the lack of an experimental three-
dimensional crystal structure of AHAS, it is very
difficult to confirm the nature of the herbicide-binding
site, and design rationally more potent herbicidal
inhibitors or better herbicide-resistant mutants of
AHAS. However the crystallographic structure of
POX from Lactobacillus plantarium had been solved
with high resolution (Muller and Schulz, 1993, Muller
et al., 1994). With this information, attempts have
been made to construct three-dimensional models of
bacterial (Ibdah et al., 1996) and plant (Ott et al.,
1996) AHAS. As POX does not have a subunit
equivalent to the AHAS small subunit, these models
consist of the catalytic subunit dimer only. These
models were used to predict residues involved in
catalysis and to locate those involved in herbicide
binding. All of the ten of the yeast sulfonylurea-
resistance mutation sites (Falco et al., 1989) are found
to coalesce to form a proposed herbicide-binding site
as illustrated in Fig. 18 for the E. coli AHAS II model.
The models suggest that the herbicides binds near to
the entry site for the substrates and in close proximity
to the bound cofactors ThDP and FAD (Ott et al.,
1996). Furthermore, it has been shown experimentally
that sulfometuron methyl binds near to the FAD
binding site. Binding of the inhibitor to E. coli AHAS
II causes spectral perturbation of the enzyme-bound
FAD (Schloss, 1984; Schloss, 1990).

Although the presumed herbicide-binding site
in these models is not remote from the active site, it is
our opinion that inhibition by herbicides is not a result
of any direct interference with the active site. We note
that the herbicide-binding site is at the catalytic
subunit interface, as is the active site. Thus we
suggest that when herbicides bind this perturbs the
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Fig. 18. Structure of E. coli AHAS II around the proposed
herbicide-binding site. Sections of the secondary structure
derived from neighboring catalytic subunits are shown in red and
purple. The residues where mutation results in herbicide
resistance (Table 1) are shown as magenta (red subunit) or green
(purple subunit) spheres. FAD is shown in yellow. Coordinates
of E. coli AHAS II were calculated by Ibdah et al. (1996).

subunit interface and this, in turn, alters the geometry
of the active site leading to the observed loss of
catalytic activity.

9. Conclusions and future directions

Over the past 20 to 30 years, AHAS has risen from
relative obscurity to become a major focus of
research. To a large extent, this interest has been
driven by the discovery that the enzyme is the target
site of several commercial herbicides. Nevertheless,
despite this intensive study, the inhibition of the
enzyme by herbicides, and many other features of its
structure, mechanism and regulation, are not properly
understood. One factor that has impeded our
understanding is the lack of an experimentally-
determined three-dimensional structure of the enzyme
from any source. In part this is due to the diff iculty in
obtaining significant quantities of the protein from its
native source, coupled with its inherent instabili ty.
The development of systems for over-expression of
recombinant AHAS is beginning to overcome the
former problem, while a better understanding of the
instabili ty is now allowing the enzyme to be
maintained in an active form.

There now appears to be no fundamental
reason why the enzyme cannot be crystalli zed and its
three-dimensional structure determined. This will t hen
allow answers to many remaining questions.

1) What is the basic enzyme structure and to what
extent does it resemble related enzymes such as
pyruvate oxidase and pyruvate decarboxylase?

2) Which residues are present in the active site and
what does this tell us about the catalytic
mechanism?

3) What is the role of the obligatory cofactor,
FAD?

4) How do the catalytic and regulatory subunits
interact to promote the catalytic activity?

5) Where on the enzyme do sulfonylurea
herbicides bind, and how does occupancy of this
binding site result in enzyme inhibition?

6) Is the imidazolinone herbicide-binding site
coincident with, overlapping, or entirely
separate from the sulfonylurea-binding site?

7) How and where do feedback inhibitors such as
valine bind, and how does binding result in
inhibition?

8) How and where does ATP bind and what is the
mechanism by which ATP reverses valine
inhibition?

We look forward to learning answers to these
questions over the next few years.
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